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PREFACE

Lenin's analysis of imperialism, as a new and the last
stugc in the development of capitalisrn, occupies an out-
sl;rrr<ling place in his theoretical heritage. This colossal and
llrolough rescarch enriched lVlarxisrn with the knowledge
ol many decisive peculiarities of the historical process in
rrro<lern times. It laid the cornerstone of the theory of
socizrlist revolution. A new light was thrown on the roads
ol social l)rosress, thc main contcnt of which is the transition
orr ir worlrl scalc Irom ca1>italisrn to so<:iltlisrn.

Allt'r' lhc <lt'l't,rrl. o[' lhc l)uris (]ornrntrnc (1871), the eco-
rrorrrir ;rrrrl lrolilir:rl siltrrliorr irr Wcstcrrr lirrropc was char-
:tr lcri:;r'rl lr1, sllongt r' posiliorrs ol tlrc t:ountcr--tevolutionary
l,,rrrrlit'r,isit', r :r;rirl rilowllr ol rrrorro;rolics and unprecedented
< olorri,rl t xlr:rrn;ion. All llris lnarked the beginning of
r;rpil;rlisrrr's lr;rrrsiliorr irrlo a ncw, irnperialist stage. In
rrrolc rlt'vt'lopt'rl irr<lustlial countries conditions were being
crr';rlcrl wlriclr l':r<:ilitatccl the growth of reactionary forces
lrn,l lr;rrrrpt.rr.rl lr ncw revolutionary upsurge.

Irr tlris cornplicated historical situation the research into
lhc paths of world development started by Karl Marx and
lilcrlcrick Engels could be continued only by a scientist of
gcrrirrs and a wise practical revolutionary. This task was
l'rrl[illcrl by Lenin.

Lt'rrirr's profound ensive
lirrlisrrr, ol'its drivi inner
rrrcnt, thc stlong pects
<:apitalism, its ch eatures
contracliction integral part of the revolu-
lionary theo tariat in -the 2}th century.
I_,l.niq tg ,,, [e_typtsl-__th_e foundpf__ef_lhe



,;npSfla]iflg IIe equipped lhc revolu-
oth a scienti[ic charactcrisalion ol the

processes involved in the origin and development of impe-
rialism and a dialectical-materialist method of cogni-
sing its further changes, thereby providing a reliable
key for understandins new phenornena in the economics and
politics of modern capitalism. The basic propositions of
Lenin's analysis have brilliantly stood the test of time in
the conditions of the most stormy and dynamic epoch in
the history of humanity.

Like Marx, Lenin took the economic basis as the start-
ing-point in his research on contemporary capitalism. He
brushed aside Kautsky's methodologically faulty and histor-
ically incorrect view of imperialism as a definite political
line of the bourgeoisie, and concentrated his attention on
the analysis of the socio-economic relations of the bourgeois
world and the development of capitalism as a social system.

Monopoly played the main role in Lenin's analysis,
which revealed the fundamental laws of the development
of imperialism. Lenin wrote: "If it were necessary to give
the briefest possible definition of imperialism we should
have to say that imperialism is the monopoly stage of
capitalisrn."'r- Lenin's theoretical analysis led him to the
discovery that the change-over from free competition to
monopoly is the "economic essence of imperialism".'r-"-

Lenin's dialectics made it possible to trace how some
properties of capitalism characterising it as an ascending
social system are turning into their opposites as a result
of the gradually increasing domination of the monopolies,
and how capitalism, while rising to a new, higher
stage in the devclopment of the productive forces and the
socialisation of production and developing on the whole
considerably morc rapi<lly than bcfore, becomes-despite
all kinds of relorrnist asscll.ions that its organisation and
might are growing s[ronucl'-a <lccaying, parasitic and
dying system. The str-r<ly ol tcndcrrcics brought about by
monopoly domination cnablcd Lcnin to sce the historical
perspective of the dcvcloprncnt oI hunran society and led

>r
V. I. Lenin, CollectcdAotks,Yol
Ibid., Vol. 23, p. 42.

him to elaborate a new strategy of the world socialist
rcvolution.

f,enin's conclusion about imperialism as a dying social
system is a briliiant embodiment of the revolutionary opti-
rnism and deep conviction of the progressive charactei of
social development which are so characteristic of Marxist
theory. No Marxist has ever doubted that the fact of the
ascendin_g development of capitalism being replaced by a
stcady slipping-down to its inevitable doom and of over-

pt'oduction.
ln his analysis of imperialism Lenin first of all clarified

how the concentration of production and capital and the
monopoly resulting from this influence the productive
forces, and which processes lead capitalism to its highest
stage.

Acting in conformity with the laws of "natural" selection,
free competition could not but give birth to its ou,,n opposite,
monopoly. The strengthening of a handful of industrial
giants was accompanicd by thc destrur:tion and ruin of a
nrass of thcir wcak rivals-srnall and middlc-size enterprises.'l'hc <:on<:cntration of product.ion and centralisation of

istic mann production
1>ossibility onopoly posi
is strcngth the sources
thc tracle and other

22, 1> 2t)0



considerable money resources and use them for further in-
creasing their production capacities and consolidating their
positions in the market. All this opens up fresh possibilities
for intensifying the concentration and centralisation of
capital and for utilising the advantages of broad co-opera-
tion of labour and its specialisation and division.

Monopoly exerts a dual influence on the productive forces.
By promoting the social character of production it pushes on
,their development. But at the sarne time monopoly gives
lise to tendencies leading to decay an<l hindrance of techno-
logical pro.qress. It provides opportunities for obtaining
higher profits both by increasing production and lowering
its costs, and by limiting or even curtailing production by
means of artificially inflated prices. Big firms are in a posi-
tion to buy up promising patents and bury them so as to avoid
competition. However, these actions of the big monopolies,
resulting from their economic essence, are opposed by compe-
tition on the part of other monopolies both within a given
country and in the world market.

Consequently, the tendency towards decay inherent in
monopoly and the possibilities of rapid growth also inherent
in it exist side by side. Their struggle and concrete correla-
tion at a certain period determine the scale, rate and
direction of the economic development of capitalist
countries.

Proceeding from the analysis of the processes involved in
the concentration and monopolisation of production,
Lenin formulated his famous five economic features
of imperialism which distinguish the new stage in the de-
velopment of bourgeois society from the capitalism of free
competition. These basic features retain their importance
even in present-day conditions of monopoly capitalism
though, to use Marx's words, likc all other laws of capital-
ism, they are "modified . . . by many circumstances".'r- In
particular, greater domination by the monopolies, conditioned
by objective processes o[ conccntration and centralisation of
capital, is supported in cvery possible way by the greater
economic role of the bourg'eois startc. On the other hand, the
class struggle, which today has acquired the character of

a world revolutionary e increas-
ing monopoly-capital withstand
tlrl revoluiionarv-force from the
front and from the re without,
seriously affects the whole of the monopolirs' economic
policy, deprives them of complete "freedom of action" and
*akei them resort to social manoeuvring and concessions.
Nevertheless, the varied and contradictory conditions under
which modern capitalisrn develops have by no means essen-
t.ially altercd thJ basic features of imperialism discovered
lry Lcnin, their role as a definite system of interrelated
cconomic laws.

The first feature emphasises the importance of the con-
r:cntration and centraliiation of capital resulting in the

new stage.
In thc conditions o[ carly-20th-ccnttlry imperialism, mo-

corresponding branches was: 70 per cent of the production
of automobiles and spare parts, 67 per cent of aircraft and
computers, 55 per cent of organic-chemistry products, 49
per cent of pig iron and steel, etc. In Britain, in 1968, one
firm owned over 90 per cent of the production of electricity,
steel and coal and the output of helicopters, automobiles and
locomotives, 70-80 per cent of the production of tractors,
chemical fibres, electronic equipment, etc.

The same state of affairs is to be seen in France, the F.R.G.,
.fapan and other developed capitalist countries.

The picture of branch concentration is seriously compli-
crr[ed by the fact that the last 10-15 years have been character-Moscow, 19i2, p. 603

l0 IJ

'l Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. l,



ised by the,penetration of bigger monopolies into "foreign"
branches-the purchase of firrns ard enterprises eit-her
supplernenting the production complex of a givcn rnonopoly
or having no technological c ,nnections with it at all. Lik!
m-ushrooms spring up gigantic companies-conglomerations,
which .gr-oup _under the signboard of one mon6poly enter-
prises belonging to different branches, as well ai banks and
othe_r organisational and financial institutions serving their
needs.

-Absence of production ties between the various enterprises
of a conglomeration and the general complication oi the
entire- economy due to their growth objectively increase the
ayyghy of -production and undermine'the poisibilities and
eJficlency of state-monopoly control. The ec-onomic crisis in
the U.S.A. in 1969-70 and the slump in a number of other

es dispelled the myth about
merations in face clf market

'#x,'*' 
",fff?:T]. #r'ii:

ch lower than in traditional
branch monopolies. The appearance of conglomerations
reflects stronger tendencies t-owards further socialisation of
production. It rnarks a new aggravation of the contradiction
between the social character of modern capitalist produc-
tion and the private-ownership principles of 1ts organisation.
The socialisation_of production s,hakes^still more thE pillars of
capitalism, and the need for tlae transition to socialist forms
of ownership and planned rnethods of economy becomes ever
more obyious.

Modern capitalist economy shows a clear connection be-
tween the first and the second feature of imperialisrn, be-
tween- the growing concentration of production ind of capital
and the increased domination of a financial oligarchy. 

-

Finance capital, arising anc developing- fi-om the inter-
inclustr

ngofa
ation of

-nil:i;
in the bourgeois clmp, as Lcnin deeper.
A narrow monopoly top stratum ,rariiul
oligarchy appropriates monopoly stand-

l2

irrg opposed not only to the working people but also to a
br oad layer of the middle and small bourgeoisie pushed
rrsicle from the rnost profitable sources of wealth. In the
interests of the linancial oligarchv there is also a redistribu-
t.ion of a substantial part of the state budget, which today
accounts for nearly one-third of the national income in the
clcvcloped capitalist countries.

Aftcr the last war the financial oligarchy reorganised
rarlically the entire banking system and secured control
ovcl practi esources of so-
t:icty, inclu It is notewor-
thy that in anking system,
thc share o s whoie clients
irlc llrc wolkin.g masses increased |rom23 per cent in I929 to
.l I pt'r'r'r'rrl irr l1)(i7.

'l'lrt' . o;rlcsct.nct: ol' lrig lranks with industrial
olit's ;rlorlur t'tl powt'r lrrl <.lrpilltlisL zrssociations,
{ir'olrl)s, wlrosc rrrcrrrlrt.r's lrlc <'loscly cotrnccl.crl by
posscr;siorr ol'sluu'r:s, lry pclsorritl urriorr art<l by
intclcsts in thc cornl>ctitivc stltrgglc.

iur( (' r'()rnl)irrrit.s, sirvirrrts I'rrrr<ls, :rnd several monopolies in
llrc oil, :rrrlorrrolrilt', <:lrcrrrical, electronic, metallurgical and
,rllrcl irrrlrrslrit.s. Irr curly 1969 the assets of the binks and

monop-
financial

mutual
common

l3



In countries where the finance system is characterised by
a high degree of state control lole
in founding monopoly associa state

banks fully control the coun tir'rns

and are the centres of power tions
covering the activities of practically all branchcs oI the na-
tional economy.

Accumulation of enormous stocks of capital in the hands
of the financial oligarchy continues to be a principal source
f or i ts expo rt. rh e 

-imp 
ort r"..,f 

I :T.,;;I,:,.f ,,?, iili.,"1l X'"3
ater than in thc cta of colonial
ion of tltc ovcrrvhelming Part
wefs.

capital not only
as featu islrl but also as one

of t econ rs. lt is PreciselY the
ex at hel ance capital to spread its net
ov f the . As Lcnin wrotc, the exPort
of capital "becomes a means of etrcouraging the cxport of
.o-*iodit.t".'r And nowadays the increased export 

- 
of

capital seryes as a basis for the further internationalisation
of^the world capitalist economy and for the growing penetra-
tion of the moiropolies in ths economies of other countries'

In post-war yeirs the export of capital from the gnperial-
ist countries reached truly^enormouJ dimensions. By early
1969, the total sum of American invcstments abroad was

approxirnatcly 12ti,000 milli<in 102,000

lrriitio" bclongctl to privatc rtr 65,000

million of diicct invcstrncnts).' I direct
private investnrcrrts tlrl'tlitrl [lrc d all its
iivals. Thus, in l{)(i7-6li, lll.il.rtirr's tlircct priv;rte investments
amounted to 1li,000 rrrillion rlollltrs, l"tancc's to 8,000 mil-
lion, those of the licdcral llt'Ptrlrlit: ol' (i'clrnany to 3,600

million and of Japan to lXX) rnillion.
Unable to dJny that l-hc cxpoll ol' t:iLpital, especially from

the U.S.A., has assumed gig^airlic prrtportions bourgeois ide-
ologists try to refute Lenin's ploposition that the desire to
obtiin a higher rate of profit is thc slitnulus for that export'

'l V. I. Lenin, CollectedUorhs, Vol.22, p.214'
't'? Survey of Current Business, Octobcr 1909, 1t. 24'

t4

'l'lrcy refer to the substantial increase in the export of state
r:rpital in the forrn of long-term loans and credits, and also
srrbsidies and free grants under the programrne of "aid" to
the developing countries.

Such arr argument can confuse only those who fail to
understand the nature of modern capitaiism. Indeed, the
volume of long-term state credits extended by the U.S.A. to
lorcign countries (not including Canada and Western
Iirrrol>e) increased from 2,700 million dollars in 1957 to
l(i,lx)0 million in 1968, or 6tf 5 times. The influx of state
rrrpital to the countries of the "Third World" from Britain,
l"rance, F.R.G. and other imperialist countries is also grow-
ing. []rrt can all this serve to refute Lenin's proposition about
(hc <lrivc for a higher rate of profit being the main stimulus
lor lhc cxport of capital? Of course not. This becomes
olrvi<rus as soon as we consider "aid", subsidies and state
loans as a weapon of the economic policy of state-monopoly
capitalism, the aim of which is to ensure high profits for
plivatc uronopolies. The loans and "gifts" granted by the
U.S. (lovcrnment, as a rule, make it incumbent upon the
countlics rccciving them to expend the rnoney on the pur-
<:hasc o['Arrrt'ri<':rrr.qoods. I.'requently, the "aid" is aimed at
r:r'cating irr tlrc rlevcloping countries a "poiitical climate"
luvourablc lor llrt: r rrpillrl cxpolting private monopolies, and
strving thcrrr.l rorrr llrc llrrt;rlt.nirrg niLtionalisation of foreign
t'rrtt'r'pliscs. A srrlrslitrrliirl p;rr I ol llrr: loans and credits goes
lo rtt;rlt';rrr irrllrslrrrrlrrrt, llr:rl is, lo irrvcst rnoncy in the
lr'.rsi lrr,,lil,rlrlt' irrrlrrslrit s, willrorrl wlrir:lr, Iruwcvcr, t]re de-
\'( lrlrrr('nl ol llrr. ;rr iv:rlt. st.r'lor is cillrcr dillicult or irnpos-
:;rlrlr'.

'l'hc cxporl" ol capital to the developed capitalist countries
lrrs bcconre an irnportant tendency in the export of capital
irr scneral. In this tendency we clearly see the process of
inlt'r'national interweaving of capitals examined by Lenin,
llrt' lxtsis for forming international associations of monopo-
lists which carry out the economic redivision of the world
(thc fourth feature of imperialism). Whereas in the early
l-wcntieth century colonies and semi-colonies were the main
objects of the monopolies' expansion, now the most vigorous
rrrovernent of capital is between industrial countries. The
l;rl(cr account for over two-thirds of the exported long-term

l5



to a minimum.

member-countries.

The s.truggle_ for the constant redivision of the capitalist
rrrarket "according to force" or "according to capitai' goet
on. _In-tegration, which arose on the basis- of the export of
capital an<l cnlivcned it, brings in its wake all the contradic-
tions arrrl antagonisrns which are typical of this form of
ccononrir: ties between the imperialist countries. For the

libcration movements.

rvoJl4 among the international trusts has begun".'r-'r
Fifty years ago Lenin con{irmed the birtli of international

,r '3i'3'11 $".#5:.i:[,1*T:-
tit on of prices. However, with the
prcscnt-day level of the export of capital and the gigantic
role which super-monopolies play in thi capitalist economy, it
is precisely the struggle of such monopolies for the priority

'F V. I. Lenin, CollecteilAorks, Vol.26, p. 167.*+ Ibid., Yol. 22, p. 267.

l7



tion of inrpcliulisrrr it.scl ['.

Of vitaI irrrlrollrrttt:t: lor rrrrrlclsllrt'rtlirrg' tlrc deep-go,ing
processes ctrraractcrisitrg ttttt<lt:t'tt irrrpcrizLlisrn is Lenin's law
of tlr" unevcn ccotrorrit' rtrt,l sttt it, polil.icaI development of

irirrr rrrr in the aspect of uneven developmcnt,
l,r,rrirr was an epoch of relatively 'peaceful'
, ,rlrilul rl coiuplctely dcfcated feudalisrn in the

r t l icrrl gcncralisations
is lris lt'itching on the
llrrirr ol irnperialism
'l'lrt lt lirlc. Lenin con
sot iirlisrrr nt clifferent times and the imperialist front may be
l,r't'rrclrcrl not necessarily in countries with the highest level
rrl rlt''u,t'loPrrrcnt. "T'hat conclusion was a new word in the
scit'rrrc ol Mlrlxisrrr. lt l'adically changed the old concep-
liorr ol llrr.r'orrtliliorrs l',rl llrc victor.y oI thc new system and
,l)( rr( rl ,r r lr.;rl l)r'()ril)(.( l ol sl.r'rruglc: l.o llrc Ilrrssi:ln and inter-
rr,rlrrrn,rl ;rr,lrl,rri:rl Alrt.lrrll, llrt.rr, Lt.rrirr lirr.csirw Lhc course
,,1 ll, ,r,r, lrrr,( ( r,:,.; ,,1 s,r i:rl rlt.vt.l,;rrrrt:ttl lts a rcstrlt of
llrr \t(l.ty,l :,,rrr,rlir;rrr itl r)lt(.r,r st.vt.t.ltl t'0trtrtriCs; fOfeSaW
llrr rrrr r rl.rl,rlrlr r,l r,lr ulirilr. lrt.lrvr.t.n llrt. two systems in the
\\rrllrl ,ttr tt.t ' ll

Ilr',1,,r1' lr.r:, ,,,rrlrrrrrt,l Lt,rrirr's conclusion: the breach of

r( ( ov(.r : ir scneral crisis of capitalism has set in. Its most
r rvirl :rrrrl tlccp-g.oirrg peti-
Ir,n ,rrrrl slr tri;gle of cap-
ilrrlisl. li:rt'ls slrorv tha most
1,,rwt'r'lrrl irnpact on th cap-

' V. l. Lcnirr. Collcttcd Uorhs, Vo1. 22, p. I04.
' l,t'tLitt's Ideas and Cause . Are Immortal, Novosti press Agency

l'rrl,lislring I-Iouse, Moscow, p. I4.
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italist world and on its social and political zrntagonisms.

defeats of itrrptrlillisrrr.
Thc law ol' thc uncvcr) cctlnomic and socio-political de-

'l V. I. Lenin, Collected Uorhs,
'r'1 Ibid., Vol. 32, p. 482.

Vol 31, p 31)2

20

sor ic l t,.

f'lrr\\'lllll
,\lllr,,rrllr llrt'irrrpclialist bciurgeoisie strive to unite in face

,,1 tlr' .rlr',rrrr irrrS l.otces of socialism, the national liberation

;,t'r'i;rlisrn; inter-
w(:rvrn,q o dnglng
llr'' l,r'irrs of in-
llrt sls lrt l in the
,,r',,tl,l ;ttt'tut.

I)t s;rilt' :rll cl'forts, thc mechanism of capitalist cconomy
lr:rs ils rrrisIilcs. Pr-odr-rction continr-res to devclop cycle-wise,
,rrrrl ;rll llrc capitalist countries without cxception cxperience
l r ;r,"'t rlillit:t'ltics connected with the working of the chaotic
i,rr r s irr lhc home and foreign markets. This prodtrces a

2l



processes which strike at the people's living standard. The
gigantic possibilities of the modern scientific and technolog-

establish state control over my.
Lenin saw the basic re ate-

rnonopoly capitalism in th the
transition of capitalism frorn the sta.qc of fr.cc cornpctition to
that of imperialisn-r. FIc discclncrl thc rrrain characteristic

sal power of capitalisrn with the colossal power of the state
into a single mechanism".'i'F

Lenin's works contain a
state-monopoly capitalism
diction. He saw that the m
and artificially to gloss o
capitalism's foundations from within and that the capitalists
are drawn, "against their r,vill and consciollsness, info sorne
sort of a new social clrder, a from complete
free competition to cornplctc 'r- Noting 

-that

"state-rnonopolv cz4ritalisrrr is terial prepara-

'l V. I. Lenin, Collect,td, U)orlts, Vol. 24, p. 24{)
'r't Ibid., p. 403.*":r Ibid., Yol.22, p.205.

A. Borodayeushy

llrirl , Vrrl. 25, p 359.
ll,i,l , p 44:1.



IMPOVERISHMENT IN CAPITALIST SOCIETY

Bourgeois reformists, who are echoed by certain opportun-
ists among the Social-Democrats, assert that there is no im-
poverishment of the masses taking place in capitalist society.
"The theory of impoverishment" is wrong, they say, for the
standard of living of the masses is improving, if slowly, and
the gulf between the haves and have-nots is narrowin.q, not
rvidenin6;.

'I'he falsity of such asscrtions has lately bcen revealed to
the masses nrorc and rrrorc clcully.'l'lrc cost of living is ris-
ing. Wages, (u('tL witlr tlrc rnosl. sltrlrlrorn zrnd zzo.sl successful
strike movcmcnl, ulc in<'r'citsirrs rnuch rnorc slowly than the
necessary expcrrdilrrlt: ol' Iulrorrr power. And side by side
with this, thc wcalllr ol'th<: capitrrlists is increasing at a dizzy
rate.

Here arc soruc rllrta on (lt:r'rnany, where the workers' con-
dition is fztr bctlcl llrirrr irr Ilrrssia, thanks to a higher stand-
ard to culturc, l<t lrccrlttttt oJ .rt'riltcs and association, to polit-
ical liberty, to Ihc rrrilliorrs ol llrr<lc unionists and the rnillions
of readers of wor'licls' ncwsl)irl)crs.

Accordin.g to data l'rrlrrishcrl lty brnugcoi.r sociologists, who
draw on official solu'(:cs, wirg('ri in (lclnrany have increased
by an average of 25 pcl ccnl. rlrrrirrg llrc past 30 years. In
the same period, thc cost ol living hits sonc up by at least
40 per cent! !

Food, clothing, fr-rcl an<l rcnl hirvc lrll bccornc more ex-
pensive. TIre worker is bccorrring irrrpovcrisbcd alt.roltttely,
i.e., he is actually beconrine 1,,,,,r:cl llrlrrr lrclore; he is c<lrn-
pelled to live worse, to cat lyorsc, to srrl'l cl hrrngel nrorc, and
to live in basements and attics.

llrrl lhe relatiue impoverishment of the workers, i.e., thc
rlirrrirrtrtion of their share in the national income, is still more
slriking. The workers' comparatiae share in capitalist society,
wlrich is fast growing rich, is dwindling because the million-
iri res are becoming ever richer.

There is no income tax in Russia, and no data are avail-
lble on the growing wealth of the well-to-do classes of soci-
cty. Our reality, which is er.en sadder, is shut off by a veil-
the veil of ignorance and lack of publicity.

In Germany there are exact data on the wealth of the
1>ropertied classes. In Prussia, for example, the first 10,000
rnillion marks (5,000 million rubles) of taxable property be-
longed to 1,853 persons in 1902 and to 1,108 in 1908.

The number of the very rich has diminished. Their wealth
has increased-in 1902 each of them owned property worth
5,000,000 marks (2,500,000 rubles) on the average and in
1908, as much as 9,000,000 marks (4,500,000 rubles)!

People speak of the "upper 10,000". In Prussia the "upper
21,000" rich owned property valued at 13,500 million marks,
while the taxable property of the remaining 1,300,000 own-
ers was worth only 3,000 million marks.

Four of the wealthiest millionaires in Prussia (one prince,
one duke and two counts) owned property worth 149 million
rnarks in 1907 and 481 million marks in 1908.

Wealth in capitalist society is growing at an incredible
r ate-side by side with the impoverishment of the mass of
the workers.

l'tt.adn No. 181, November 30, l9l2
Signed: Z/.
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ARMAMENTS AND CA.PITALISM

Britain is one of the richest, freest and most advanced
countries in the world. The armaments fever has long afflict-
ed British "society" and the British Government, in exactly
the same way as it has the French, German and other gov-
ernments.

by Britain antl oLlrcl totttrlt'ics on war preparations, and of
.o.rrse it is all bcing' donc cxclusively in the interests of
peace, for the prcscrvittion of cultttre, in the interests of the
country, civilisrttion, ctt'.

And we find that irdrnit'irls and prominent statesrnen of
both parties, Consct'vativc an<l I iberal, are shareholders and
direcfors of shipyards, antl o[ gunpowder, dynamite, ord-
nance and othci factorics. A shower of gold is pouring
straight into the pockcts t

got together in an cxclusi
instigating an armarncuts
izg these trustful, stupid,
sheep.

Aimaments arc considcrcd :r rtltl.ionzrl matter, a matter of
patriotism; it is presumcd tlrat. cvclyone maintains strict
iecrecy. But the 

-shipyards, ilrc ttrclnance, dynamite -and
small-arms factories ire internrtLilnml enl,erprise.s, in which
the capitalists of the various countrics worl< together i! dup-
ing and fleecing the public of the variotts cottntries, and mak-

irr.g ships and guns alike for against Italy, and for

on, larv and order,
s of rubles being
swindlers in ship-

IrLrildin.g, dynarrite manufacture, etc.!
liril.irin is a member of the Triple Entente, which is hostile

lo tlrt:'l'riplc Alliance. Italy is a member of the Triple Alli-
rrrrt t'. 'f 'lrt' wcll-l<nown lirm of Vickers (Britain) has branches
in ll;rlr'.'l'lrt'slrlrrcholdcrs and directors of this firm (through
llrt' v.rr,rl 1,rt'ss rrrrrl llrrourh vcnal parliarnentary "figures",
( l,,rrslr r,,rliv. rrrr,l Lilrcr;rl irlilit') incite Britain against Italy,
,rrr,l vi,( \'( rs;r. Arrrl 1,r,lil is lrrkt'rr lrolh from the workers of

rrrul llr,rsr',rl ll;rly; llrt: pcoplc ar-c {lceced in both

( lrrrst rv;rlivc lrrr<l Libcrrtl (lltbinct Mirristcr-s and Mernber:s
ol' l'itr liarrrcnt alc alruost zrll shatcholdcrs in these firms.
'f 'lrcy work lland in glove. The son of the "great" Liberal
Ministcr, Gladstone, is a director of the Armstrong concern.
Iicrrr'-Admiral Bacon, the celebrated naval specialist and a
lriglr olficial at the Admiralty, has been appointed to a post
:rl rrrr ordnance works in Coventry at a salary of S7,000 (over
(;l),(xX) r'ubles). The salary of the British Prime Minister is
t5,0(X) (about 45,000 rubles).

'l'lre same thing, of course, takes place in
t'rrrrntries. Governments manage the affairs of
t lass, and the managers are well paid. The

all capitalist
the capitalist

managers are
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shareholders thernselves. And they shear the sheep together,
under cover of speeches about "patriotism. .. ."

Written on I\Iay 16 (29), 1913

Published in Pratda No. I15, May 21, 1913
Signed: Fr.



THE GROWTH OF CAPITALIST WEALTH

Capitalists are not inclined to be frank about their incornes.
"Commercial secrets" are strictly guarded and it is lrery
difficult for the uninitiated to penetrate the "mysteries" of
how riches are piled up. Private property is sacred-nobody
is permitted to meddle in the affairs of its owner. Such is the
principle of capitalisrn.

Capital, however, has long since overstepped the bounds
of private property and introduced joint-stock companies.
Hundreds and thousands of shareholders who do not know
each other make up a single enterprise; and these property-
owners are quite often diddled by smart businessrnen who
empty the pockets of their business partners using "commer-
cial secrets" as a coyer.

Sacred private property has been forced to sacrifice a bit
of its sacredness; laws have had to be made compelling ioint-
stock companies to keep proper books and publish the chief
results of their accountancy. This, of course, has not prevent-
ed the public being swindled; the swindling has merely
taken new forms and become more subtle than before. Big
capital, gathering around itself small surns of shareholders'
capital from all oyer the world, has becorne more powerful
still. Through the joint-stock company, the millionaire now
has at his disposal not only his own million, but additional
capital of, say, 800,000 rubles that may have been gatherecl
frorn 8,000 petty proprietors.

This makes the absurdity of
the masses of the population.

'l'ake, for example, the published reports of insurance
tolnpanies in Russia ovel'zr period of ten years, from 1902
Io 1911.

In 1902 shale capital amounted to 31.3 rnillion rubles (in
2l joint-stock companies), and in 1911 (in the same 21 com-
panies) it was 34.8 million rubles. The greater part of the
<'apital usually belongs to a handful of millionaires. Ten or
twenty magnates perhaps hold shares for eighteen million
r ubles, which gives therl a ma.1'ority vote, and they can, with-
out any control, dispose of the other thirteen or sixteen mil-
lion rubles belonging to "small" shareholders.

The professors who defend capitalisrn chatter about the
increase in the number of property-owners when they see a
gr-owth in the number of small shareholders. What actually
happens is that the power (and the income) of the millionaire
rrraa'nate s oaer the capital of the "small fry" is increased.

Just see how our insurance kings have expanded in the
couf'se crf these ten years. The auerage dividend on share
t:rr;rital for the ten years was morc than 10 per cent!
Not it bad profit, eh? In the worst ycar of the decade they
"r'itlncrl" six kopcks in the ruble, and in the best year twelve
li o; rt'li s !

lit'st'r'vr: t:;lpitlrl was tloLrblcd-in 1902 it amounted to
1.5t,000,000 r'rrblcs rurd in l9I1 to 327,000,000 r'ubles. Prop-
t:r'ly was irlrrros[ rloubled as well-in 1902 it was valued at
,11,(XX),000 r'r.rblcs and in 1911 at 76,000,000 rubles.

'l'he result-in ten years in twenty-one companies,
32,000,000 rubles' worth of neut property!

Who "earned" this property?
Those who did not work, the shareholders, and first

foremost the rnillionaire magnates r.vho hold most of
shares.

The work rvas done by hundreds of employees, who can-
vassed insurance clients, inspected their property and la-
boured over the accounts. These employees remained employ-
ees. They do not receive anything more than their salaries
(which, as we knorv, are in the majority of cases insuf-
licient even to maintain a family decently). They cannot
accumulate any property.

lf any of the magnates did a bit
he received special remuneration in
salary and bonuses.

and
the

of "work" as a director,
the form of a ministerialcapitalisnr nnrch clear-er 1o



The gentlemen holding the shares grew
ing. During the decade they received on
millions a year net profit for the "toil" of
and accumulated additional capital to the
million rubtres.

Written on May l9 (June 1), 1913

Published on June 9, 1913
ir Praada No. 131
Signed: O. 1.

rich t'or not work-
the average three
clipping coupons,

tune of thirty-two
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CN/ILISED BARBARISM

Britain and France are the most civilised countries in the
world. London and Paris are the world's capitals, with
populations of six and three million, respectively. The dis-
tance between them is an eight- to nine-hour journey.

One can imagine how great is the commercial intercourse
betlveen these two capitals, what masses of goods and of peo-
ple are constantly moving from the one to the other.

And yet the richest, the most civilised and the freest coun-
tries in the lvorld are now discussing, in fear and trepidation

-by no lneans for the first time!-the "difficult" question of
whether a tunnel can be built under the En.glish Channel
(which separates Britain fro

Engineers have long been
capitalists of Britain and Fr
Profit from capital invested
absolutely certain.

What, then, is holding the matter up?
Britain is afraid of-invasion! A tunnel, you see, would,

"if anything should happen", facilitate the invasion of Brit-
ain by enemy troops. That is why the British military au-
thorities have, not for the first time, wrecked the plan to build
lhc tunnel.

'l'hc madness and blindness of the civilised nations makes
;rsl,rrishins reading. Needless to say, it would take only a
lt rv st'torrrls with modern technical devices to bring traffic
irr llrc tLrrrrrcl to a halt, and to wreck the tunnel completely.

lJut thc civilised nations have driven themselves into the
position of barbarians. Capitalism has brought about a situa-
lion ir-r which the bourgeoisie, in order to hoodwink the work-
crs, is compellecl to frighten the British people with idiotic

8r



tales about "invasion". Capitalism has brought about a situa-
tion in which a whole grotlp of capitalists who stand to lose
".good business" tluotrgh the digging of the tunuel arc doing
their utmost to wreck this plan and hold up technical
progress.

The Britishers' fear of the tunnel is fear of thenrselves.
Capitalist barbarism is stronger than civilisation.

On all sides, at every step one comes across problems
which man is quite capable of solving immediately,but capi-
talism is in the way. It has amassed enormous wealth-and
has made men the slaues of this wealth. It has solved the

mind the rich giutton who is rotting alive but will not let
what is young live on.

But the yoirng is growing and will emerge slrprerne in spite
of all.

Praada Truda No. 6,
September 17, 1913
Signed: CU.
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FTom THE WAR, AND RUSSIAN
SOCIAL-DEMOCRACYI

The European war, which the governments and the bour-
geois_parties of all countries haye been preparing for decades,
has broken out. The growth of armaments, - the extreme
intensification of the struggle for markets in the latest-the
imperialist-stage of capitalist development in the advanced
countries, and the dynastic interests of the more backward

_ One grou tions is headed by the German
bourgeoisie. the working class and the toil-
ing masses his is a war in defence of the
fatherland, lisation, for the liberation of
the peoples oppressed by tsarism, and for the destruction of

this bourgeoisie,
kers, headed by
ally of tsarism,

ent of Russia's

3-28



workers and peasants. In fact, whatever the
war, this bourgeoisie will, togethel with the
every effort to support the tsarist monarchy
lution in Russia.

In fact, the German bourgeoisie has launched a robber
campaign against Serbia, with the object of subjugatin.q her
and throttling the national revolution of the Southern Slavs,
at the same time sending the bulk of its military forces
against the freer countries, Belgium and France, so as to
plunder richer competitors. In fact, the German bourgeoisie,
which has been spreading the fable that it is waging a war
of defence, chose the moment it thought most fayourable for
rvar, making use of its latest improvements in military rna-
t6riel and forestalling the rearmament already planned and
decided upon by Russia and France.

The other group of beiligerent nations is headed by the
British and the French bourgeoisie, who are hoodwinking
the working class and the toiling masses by asserting that
they are waging a wat for the defence of their countries, for
freedom and civilisation and against German militarism and
despotism. In actual fact, this bourgeoisie has long been
spending thousands of millions to hire the troops of Russian
tsarism, the most reactionary and barbarous monarchy in
Europe, and prepare them for an attack on Germany.

In fact, the struggle of the British and the French bour-
oisie is aimed at the seizure of the German colonies. andgeoisie is aimed at the

the ruining of a rival nation, whose economic development
has been more rapid. In pursuit of this noble aim, the "ad-
vanced" "democratic" nations are helping the savage tsarist
legime to still rnore throttle Poland, the Ukraine, etc., and
more thoroughly crush the revolution in Russia.

Neither group of belligerents is inferior to the other in
spoliation, atrocities and the boundless brutality of war;
however, to hoodu,ink the proletariat and distract its atten-
tion from the only genuine war of liberation, namely, a civil
war against the bourgeoisie both of its "own" and of "for-
eign" countries-to achieve so lofty an airn-the bourgeoisie
of each country is trying, with the help of false phrases about
patriotism, to extol the significance of its "own" national
war, asserting that it is out to defeat the enemy, not for
plunder and the seizure of territory, but for the "liberation"
of all other peoples except its own.

outcome of the
Junkers,2 exert
against a revo-

re of the German colonies, and

l]ut the harder the governments and the bourgeoisie of all
cor-rntries try to disunite the workers and pit them against
,rne anothei, and the more savagely they enforce, for this

of their socialist aspirations.

Written prior to Septernber 28
(0ctobcr 11), 1914

I'ublished on November 1, 1914
it Sot,;ial-I)ctnohrat No. 33
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From SOCIALISM AND WARB

CHAPTER I

THE PRINCIPLES OF SOCIALISM
AND THE WAB OF 1914-1915

The Attitude of Socialists Towards Wars

Socialists harre always condemned wars between nations
as barbarous and brutal. Our attitude towards war, however,
is fundamentally different from that of the bourgeois pacifists
(supporters and advocates of peace) and of the anarchists.
We differ from the former in that we understand the inevi-
table connection between wars and the class stru.qgle within a
country; we understand that wars cannot be abolished unless
classes are abolished arrd socialism is created; we also differ
i! that we regard civil wars, i.e., wars waged by an oppressed
class against the oppressor class, by slaves against stavE-hold-

JO

The Historical Types of Wars in Modern Times

The Great French Revolution ushered in a new epoch in
the history of mankind. From that time down to the Paris
Cornmune,4 i.e., between 1789 and 1871, one type of war was
of a bourgeois-progressive character, waged for national lib-
eration. In other words, the overthrow of absolutism and
feudalism, the undermining of these institutions, and the
overthrow of alien oppression, formed the chief content and
historical significance of such wars. 'fhese were therefore
progressive wars; during such wars, all honest and revolu-
tionary democrats, as well as all socialists, always wished
success to that country (i.e., that bourgeoisie) which had
helped to overthrow or undermine the most baneful founda-
tions of feudalism, absolutism and the oppression of other
nations. For example, the revolutionary wars waged by
Frances contained an element of plunder and the conquest
of foreign territory by the French, but this does not in the
Ieast alter the fundamental historical significance of those
wars, which destroyed and shattered feudalism and absolut-
isrn in Ihc rvholc of thc old, scrf-owning Europe. In the
lilirnho-l)r-ussian War,{; Gcrrnany plundered France but this
rl,rt's rrol rrllcr lhc frrn<larncntal historical significance of
llrirl w:rr', wlrich libcratcrl tcns of millions of German peo-
plt: lrorn l'crr<llrl disunity and from the oppression of two
rlcspots, l"hc llussian tsar and Napoleon III.

The Difference Between Wars of Aggression
and of Defence

The period of 1789-1871 left behind it deep marks and
revolutionary memories. There could be no development of
the proletarian struggle for socialism prior to the overthrow
of feudalism, absolutism and alien oppression. When, in
speaking of the wars of such pefiods, socialists stressed the
legitimacy of "defensive" wars, they always had these aims
in mind, namely, revolution against medievalism and serf-
dom. By a "defensive" wat socialists have always under-
stood a "just" war in this particular sense (Wilhelm Lieb-
knecht once expressed himself precisely in this wayT)" It is
only in this sense that socialists have always regarded wars



"for the defence of the fatherland", or "defensive" wars, as
legitimate, progressive and just. For example, if tomorrow.
Morocco were to declare war on France, or India on Britain,
or Persia. or China on Russia, and so on, these would be
"just" and "defensive" wars, irrespectiae of who would be
the first to attack; any socialist would wish the oppressed,
dependent and unequal states victory over the oppressor,
slave-holding and predatory "Great" Powers.

But imagine a slave-holder who owns 100 slaves warring
against another who owns 200 slaves, for a more "just" redis-
tribution of slaves. 'Ihe use of the term of a "defensive" war,
or a war "for the defence of the fatherland", would clearly
be historically false in such a case and would in practice be
sheer deception of the common peoptre, philistines, and the
ignorant, by the astute slave-holders. It is in this way that
the peoples are being deceived with "national" ideology and
the term of "defence of the fatherland", by the present-day
imperialist bourgeoisie, in the war now being waged be-
tween slave-holders with the purpose of consolidating slavery.

The War of Today Is an trmperialist IMar

It is almost universally admitted that this war is an im-
perialist war. In most cases, however, this term is distorted,
or applied to one side, or else a loophole is left for the as-
sertion that this war may, after all, be bourgeois-progres-
sive, and of significance to the national liberation moyement.
Imperialism is the highest stage in the development of cap-
italism, reached only in the twentieth century. Capitalism
now finds that the old national states, without whose for-
mation it could not have overthrown feudalism, are too
cramped for it. Capitalisrn has developed concentration to
such a degree that entire branches o
by syndicates, trusts and associat
timillionaires and almost the entire
up among the "lords of capital" either in the form of colo-
nies, or by entangling other countries in thousands of threads
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A War Between the Biggest Slave-Holders
for the Maintenance and Consolidation of Slavery

which were foremost fighters for freedom in 1789-1871, have,
on the basis of a highly developed and "over-mat-ur,e" cap-
italism, become oppi.ttort and 6nslavers of most of the pop-

iur iu'ca two and-a half times that of Europe! Six Powers
lrirvc cnslaved 523 mi,llion people in the colonies. For-every
lour inhabitants in the "Greit" Powers there are five in

lution and the nations of the globe. From 1876 to 1914, sixUllttlon ano tne nalrons ol Lrrc sruus. Irurr ro,u Lv rrrf, ora
"(lrcirt" Powers grabbed 25 million s-qu-are kilometres, i.e.,

authorities of the "ruling" nation, and so on and so torth).
r :-: - ^--^ J^^^:-,:-- +L^ ^^^^l^I-he Anglo-French bourgeoisie are deceivin.q the people

,^,h.- thL, qarr thzf fhev a-re wasins a war for the freedom ofwhen thJy say that they a-re waging a war for twhen they say that they are waglng a war ror rtle rlce(lorl ur

nations u"a of Belgium; in fact they are waging a r,va-r for
ll 1 I

Itrre purpose of retaining the rabbed and
robbed.- The German imper lgiqry, .ejc,,
at once if the British and to "fairly"
share their colonies with them. A feature of the situation is
lhat in this war the fate of the colonies is being decided by
ir war on the Continent. From the standpoint of bourgeois



Partition of the World Arnong the

Colonies

1876 1914

"Great" Slave-Holding Powers

]\Ictropolis Total

1914

"Great" Powers

Britain
Russia
France
Germany
Japan
United States

of America

Total for the
six "Great"
Powers

o
.iE

!),o 6
:o -

=aXqA A

millions

22.5 251.9
17 .0 15.9
0.9 6.0

o

9a 6

t: oatr q

millions

33 .8 440 .O
22.8 t69 .4
ll.t 95.{
3.4 77 .2
0.7 72.2

9.7 106.7

o
.-H

Yo :

a, a

o

9a 6

atr A
millions

0.3 46.5
5.4 736.2
0.5 39.6
0.5 t)4.9
0.4 53.0

m il li ons

33.s 393.5
17.4 33.2
10.6 55.5
2.9 12.3
0.3 t9 .2

03 9 .7 I .4 97.0

40.4 273.8 65 0 523.4 t6.s 437.2 81.5 960.6
Colonies belong-

ing to othir
than Great
Porvers (Bcl-
gium, Holland
and other
states) 9.9 45.3

Three "semi-colonial,, countries (Tulkey, China ancl persia) 14.5

9.9 4J.J

361.2

Tolal 105.9 1,367 . L

Other statcs and countries . Jgj ,8r.,
Entire globe (exclusi'e of Arctic ,na a@

"'[Var Is the Continuation of Politics by Other',
(i.e.: Violent) "Means,,

wars.
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ln China, Persia, India and other dependent countries, on
the contrary, we have seen during the past decades a policy
of rousing tens and hundreds of millions of people to-a na-.

tional life, of their liberation from the reactionary "Great"
Powers' oppression. A war waged on such a historical basis
can even today be a bourgeois-progressive war of national
Iiberation.

ent war.

The Case of Belgium

Germany with the demand that Belgiurn be liberated and
indemnified. ln that case, the sympathies of socialists would,
of course, be with Germany's enemies. But the whole point

Herein lies the specific feature of imperialist war, a war be-
tween reactionary-bourgeois and historically outmoded

42

governments, waged for the purpose of oppressing other na-
l.ions. Whoever justifies participation in the present war is
perpetuating the imperialist oppression of nations. Whoeyer
advocates taking advantage of the present embarrassmenis
of the governments so as to fight for the social revolution
is championing the real freedom of really all nations, whicb
is possible only under socialism.

Written in July-August 1915

Published in pamphlet form
in August 1915
by the Sotsial-Dentohrat
Editorial Board in Geneva

Vol. 21, pp. 299-306



PREFACE TO N. BUKHARIN'S PAMPHLET,
..IMPEEIALISM AND THE WOR,LD ECONOMY"

There is no need fol any special explanation to show that
the subject dealt with in Bukharin's paper is topical and im-
portant. The question of imperialism is not only one of the
most essential but is probably the most essential question in
that sphere of economic science which traces the change in
the forms of capitalism in modern times. Anyone interested
not only in economics but in any aspect of contemporary so-
cial life must certainly acquaint himself with the facts per-
taining to this sphere which the author has collected in such
abundance from the latest material. It goes without saying
that there can be no concrete historical assessrnent of the cur-
rent war, unless it is based on a thorough analysis of the
nature of imperialisrn, both in its economic and political as-
pects. Otherwise, it would be impossible to arrive at a cor-
rect understanding of the economic and diplomatic history
of the last few decades without which it would be ridiculous
to expect to work out a correct view of the war. From the
standpoint of Marxism, which states most definitely the re-
quirements of modern science on this question in genelal,
one can rnerely smile at the "scientific" value of such meth-
ods as taking the concrete historical assessment of the war
to mean a random selection of facts which the rulin.g classes
of the country find gratifying or convenient, facts taken at
will from diplomatic "documents", current political
developments, etc. Plekhanov, for instance, must have com-
pletely parted with Marxism to substitute the angling after
a couple of Iittle facts which delighted Purishkevich as much
as Milyukov, for an analysis of the essential properties and
tendencies of imperialism, as the system of economic rela-
tions of modern highly developed, mature and rotten-ripe

capitalism. The scientific concept of imperialism, moreover,
is reduced to a sort of term of abuse applied to the immediate
competitors, rivals and opponents of the two imperialists
mentioned, each of whom holds exactly the same class posi-
tion as his rivals and opponents! This is not at all surprising
in this day of lyords forgotten, principles lost, philosophies
overthrown, and resolutions and solemn promises discarded.

N. I. Bukharin's paper has especially high scientific value
because he examines the main facts of the world economy
relating to imperialism as a whole, as a definite stage of
development of the most highly developed capitalism. There
\4/as an epoch of relatively "peaceful" capitalism, when it
had completely defeated feudalism in the leading European
countries and was free to develop with the utmost-relatiue

-tranquillity and smoothness, expanding "peacefully" over
the vast expanses of the as yet unsettled lands and the coun-
tries not yet irrevocably drawn into the capitalist maelstrom.
Of course, even in that period, rou.qhly between 1871 and
1914, "peaceful" capitalism created conditions of life thatLV t+, peacerul caPllalrsm crea
were a vely far cry from actual "were a vely far cry from actual "peace", both in the military
and the class sense. F'or nine-tenths of the population of thethe population of the

rrs in the colonies andleading countries, for hundreds of milliorrs in the colonies and
backward countries, that epoch was not one of "peace" but
of oppression, suffering and horror, which was the more ter-
rible, possibly, for appearing to be a "horror without end".
This epoch is gone for good, it has given way to an epoch
r,vhich is relatively much more violent, spasmodic, disastrous
and conflicting, an epoch which for the mass of the popula-
tion is typified not so much by a "horror without end" as by
a "horrible end".

In all this it is extremely important to bear in mind that
this change has been brought about in no other way but the
immediate development, expansion and continuation of the
most profound and basic trends in capitalism and in commod-
ity production in general. These main trends, which have
been in evidence all oyer the world for centuries, are the
growth of exchange and the growth of large-scale produc-
tion. At a definite stage in the development of exchanee, at
a definite stage in the growth of large-scale production,
namely, at the stage which was attained towards the turn of
lhc century, exchange so internationalised economic rela-
lions and capital, and large-scale production assumed such
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proportions
Monopoly a
terprises, "f
in relatiotts

ists and Economistslo of the nineties, when they drew con-

p umber of

' Marxism
h olitics, or
of a "leap" over the political conflicts, upheavals and trans-

formations, so numerous and varied in the imperialist epoch;
it has not taken the form of an apology of imperialism but
of a dream of "beacefu,l" cabitalism. That "oeaceful" caoi-of a dream of "peacefu,l" capitalism. "peaceful" capi-

epoch of imperialism, which is

talism has given way to non-peaceful, aggressive, cataclys-
mic imperialisrn Kautsky is forced to admit, because that is

essentially petty-bourgeois, take the form of innocent specu-
lation on "peacet'ul" "ultra-imperialism"? If the internation-
al integration of national (rather nationally isolated) impe-
rialisms is to be called ultra-imperialism, which "could" re-
move the conflicts, such as wars, political upheavals, etc.,
which the petty bourgeois finds especially unpalatable, dis-
quieting, and alarming, why not, in that case, make an es-
cape from the present highly conflicting and cataclysmiccape from the present highly conflicting and cataclysmic
epoch of imperialism, which is here and now, by means of
innocent dreams of an "ultra-imperialism" which is lelative;
ly peaceful, relatively lacking in conflict and relatively un-

quire any "abrupt" tactics? Kautsky says precisely that "such
a [ultra-imperialist] new phase of capitalism is at any rate
imaginable", but that "there are not yet enough prerequisites
to decide whether or not it is feasible" (Die Neue Zeit,r2
April 30, 1915, p. 144).

There is not a whit of Marxism in this urge to ignore the
imperialism which is here and to escape into the realm of an
''ultra-imperialism" which may or may not arrive. In this
formulation, Marxism is recog'nised in that "new phase of
capitalism" which its inventor himself does not waruant can
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this epoch has most definitely arrived, Kautsky once .again
saeari to be a Marxist in the coming epoch of ultra-impe-

among its citizens. In a word, it is one of the 1,001 varieties

place.

December 1915

First published. it Praada No. 17.

January 21, 1927

U. Ilyin
Yol. 22, pp. 103-07

FTom IMPEBIALISM, THE HIGHEST
STAGE OF CAPITAI,ISMI3

VII. IMPER,IALISM, .A,S A SPECIAL STAGE
OF CAPITA,LISM

system.
If it were necessary to give the briefest possible definition

of irnperialism we should have to say that imperialism is the
monopoly stage of capitalism. Such a definition would include
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what is most important, for, on the one hand, finance capital
is the bank capital of a few very big monopolist banks,
merged with the capital of the monopolist associations of in-
dustrialists; and, on the other hand, the division of the world
is the transition from a colonial policy which has extended
u,ithout hindrance to territories unseized by any capitalist
power, to a colonial policy of monopolist possession of the
territory of the world, which has been completely divided up.

But very brief definitions, although convenient, for they
sum up the main points, are nevertheless inadequate, since
we have to deduce from them some especially important
features of the phenomenon that has to be defined. And so,
without forgetting the conditional and relative value of all
definitions in general, which can never embrace all the con-
catenations of a phenomenon in its full development, we
must give a definition of imperialism that will include the
following five of its basic features:

(I) the concentration of production and capital has de-
veloped to such a high stage that it has created monopolies
which play a decisive role in economic life; (2) the merging
of bank capital with industrial capital, and the creation, on
the basis of this "finance capital", of a financial oligarchy;

nguished from the export of
I importance; (4) the forma-
capitalist associations which
lves, and (5) the territorial

capitalist powers has been completed.
We shall see later that imperialism can and must be de-

fined differently if we bear in rnind not only the basic, pure-
ly econornic concepts-to which the above definition is
limited-but also the historical place of this stage of capital-
ism in relation to capitalism in general, or the relation be-
tween imperialisrn and the two main trends in the working-
class movement. The thing to be noted at this point is that
imperialism, as interpreted above, undoubtedly represents a
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areas of agrarian fKautsky's italics] territory, irrespective o{
rvhat nations inhabit it."'r-

This definition is of no use at all because it one-sidedly,
i.e., arbitrarily, singles out only the national question (a1-
though the latter is extremely important in itself as well as
in its relation to imperialism), it arbitrarily and inaccurately
connects this question only with industrial capital in the
countries which annex other nations, and in an equally ar-
bitrary and inaccurate manner pushes into the forefront the
annexation of agrarian regions.

Imperialism is a striving for annexations-this is what the
political part of Kautsky's definition amounts to. It is correct,
but very incomplete, for politically, imperialism is, in gener-
al, a striving towards violence and reaction. For the moment,
however, we are interested in the economic aspect of the
question, which Kautsky himself introduced into his defini-
tion. The inaccuracies in Kautsky's definition are glaring.
The characteristic feature of imperialism is zol industrial bu,t
finance capital. It is not an accident that in France it was
precisely the extraordinarily rapid development of finance
caprtal, and the weakening of industrial capital, that, from
the eighties onwards, gave rise to the extreme intensification
of annexationist (colonial) policy. The characteristic feature
of imperialism is precisely that it strives to annex not only
agrarian territories, but even most highly industrialised re-
gions (German appetite for Belgium; French appetite for
Lorraine), because (1) the fact that the world is already par-
titioned obliges those contemplating a rediaision to reach out
for eaery hind of territory, and (2) an essential feature of
imperialism is the rivalry between several great powers in
the striving for he.gemony, i.e., for the conquest of territory,
not so much directly for themselves as to weaken the adver-
sary and undermine &fs hegemony. (Belgium is particularly
important for Germany as a base for operations against
Britain; Britain needs Baghdad as a base for operations
against Germany, etc.).

Kautsky refers especially-and repeatedly-to English
writers who, he alleges, have given a purely political mean-
ing to the word "imperialism" in the sense that he, Kautsky,

't Die Neue zeit, 1914,2 (8. 32), s. 909, sept. ll, 1914; cf. 1915,
2, S. 107 et seq.

nnderstands it. We take up the work by the English writer
Hobson, Imlterialism, which appeared in 1902, and there we
lead:

"The new imperialism differs from the older, first, in sub-
stituting for the arnbition of a single growing empire the
theory and the practice of competing empires, each motivat-
ed by similar lusts of political aggrandisement and com-
mercial gain; secondly, in the dominance of financial or in-
vesting over mercantile interests."'t

We see that Kautsky is absolutely wrong in referring to
English writers generally (unl:ss he meant the vulgar English
imperialists, or the avowed apologists for imperialism). We
see that Kautsky, while claiming that he continues to advo-
cate Marxism, as a matter of fact takes a step backward
cornpared with the social-liberal Hobson, who more correctly
takes into account two "historically concrete" (Kautsky's defi-
nition is a mockery of historical concreteness!) features of
modern imperialism: (l) the competition between seueral irn-
perialisms, and (2) the predominance of the financier over
the merchant. If it is chiefly a question of the annexation of
agrarian countries by industrial countries, then the role of
the merchant is put in the forefront.

Kautsky's definition is not only wrong and un-Marxist. It
serves as a basis for a whole system of views which signify a
rupture with Marxist theory and Marxist practice all along
the line. I shall refer to this later. The argument about words
which Kautsky raises as to whether the latest stage of capi-
talism should be called imperialism or the stage of finance
capital is not worth serious attention. Call it what you will,
it makes no diffelence. The essence of the rnatter is that
Kautsky detaches the politics of imperialism from its econom-
ics, speaks of annexations as being a policy "preferred" by
finance capital, and opposes to it another bourgeois policy
which, he alleges, is possible on this very same basis of
finance capital. It follows, then, that monopolies in the econ-
omy ate compatible with non-monopolistic, non-violent,
non-annexationist metho<ls in politics. It follows, then, that
the territorial division of the world, which was completed
during this very epoch of finance capital, and which consti-
tutes the basis of the present peculiar forms of rivalry be-

'f Hobson, Impcrialism., London, 1902, p. 324.
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'r Die Neue Zeit,
2, S. 107 et seq.

't" Die Neue Zeit,

tween the biggest capitalist states, is compatible with a non-
imperialist policy. The result is a slurring-over and a blunt-
ing of the most profound contradictions of the latest stage
of capitalism, instead of an exposure of their depth; the
result is bourgeois reforrnism instead of Marxism.

Kautsky enters into controversy with the German apologist
of inperialisrn and annexations, Cunow, who clumsily and
cynically argues that imperialism is present-day capitalism:
the development of capitalism is inevitable and progressive;
therefore imperialism is progressive; therefore we should
grovel before it and glorify it! This is something like the
iaricature of the Rusiian Marxists which the Narodniksl5
drew in 1894-95. They argued: if the Marxists believe that
capitalism is inevitable in Russia, that it is progressive, then
they ought to open a tavern and begin to implant capitalism!
Kautsky's reply to Cunow is as follows: imperialism is not
p.esent-day capitalism; it is only one of the forms of the
policy of present-day capitalisrn. This policy we can and
should fight, fight imperialism, annexations, etc.

The reply seems quite pl is a more
subtle and'more disguised angerous)
ad.vocacv of conciliation with a "fight"
against the policy of the trusts not affect
the economic basis of the trusts and banks is mere bourgeois
reformism and pacifisrn, the benevolent and innocent expres-
sion of pious wishes. Evasion of existing contradictions, for-
getting ihe most important of them, instead of revealing their
full depth-such is Kautsky's theory, which has nothing in
common with Marxisrn. Naturally, such a "theory" cau only
serve the purpose of advocating unity with the Cunows!

"F'rorn the purely economic point of view," writes Kautsky,
"it is noi irnpossible that capitalism will yet gq through a
new phase, t-hat of the extension of the policy of the cartels
to foieign policy, the phase of ultra-imiperiilism",'r- i.e-., of
a super-lmperialisrn, of a union of the imperialisms of _the
whol-e world and not struggles among them, a phase when
wars shall cease under capitalism, a phase of "the joint ex-
ploitation of the world 6y internationally united finance
capital".'r'i

We shall have to deal with this "theory of ultra-imperial-
ism" later on in order to show in detail how decisively and
completely it breaks with Marxism. At present, in keeping
with the general plan of the present work, we must examine
the exact economic data on this question. "From the purely
economic point of view", is "ultra-imperialism" possible, or
is it ultra-nonsense?

If the purely economic point of view is meant to be a
"pure" abstraction, then all that can be said reduces itself
to the following proposition: development is proceeding to-
wards monopolies, hence, towards a single world monopoly,
towards a single world trust. This is indisputable, but it is

ingless as is the statement that "de-
" towards the manufacture of food-
this sense the "theory" of ultra-im-

perialism is no less absurd than a "theory of ultra-agricul-
ture" would be.

If, however, we are discussing the "purely economic" con-
ditions of the epoch of finance capital as a historically con-
crete epoch which began at the turn of the twentieth century,
then the best reply that one can make to the lifeless abstrac-
tions of "ultra-imperialism" (which serve exclusively a most
reactionary aim: that of diverting attention from the depth
of existing antagonisms) is to contrast them with the concrete
economic realities of the present-day world econorny. Kaut-
sky's utterly meaningless talk about ultra-imperialism encour-
ag'es, among other things, that profoundly mistaken idea
which only brings grist to the mill of the apologists of irn-
perialism, i.e., that the rule of finance capital lessens the un-
evenness and contradictions inherent in the world economy,
whereas in reality it increases tltem.

R. Calwer, in his little book, An Introduction to the Uorld
Economy,'t- made an attempt to summarise the main, purely
economic, data that enable one to obtain a concrete picture
of the internal relations of the world economy at the turn of
the twentieth century. He divides the world into five "prin-
cipal economic areai", as follows: (1) Central Europe (the
whole of Europe with the exception of Russia and Greal"
Britain); (2) Great Britain; (3) Russia; (4) Eastern Asia; (5)
America; he includes the colonies in the "areas" of the states

tgl4, 2 (B. 32), S. 921, Sept. 11, 1914; cf. 1915,

1915, r, S. 144, April 30, 1915'

54

'f- R. Calwer, Einfiihrung in die Ueltairtschaft, Berlin, 1906.
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to which they belong and "leaves aside"_a few countries not
i"S-tg areas, such.as Persia, Afg-hanistan,
ra, Morocco and Abyssinia in Africa, etc.
surnmary of the economic data he quotes

rranspcrt rrade 'd$irii,
(000,000 tons)

- g o E,aprincioar econom- 3^ E .^ ^ -9= E 
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5) America 30 1,48 379 6 L4 245
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of hi.qhly developed capitalism (high
of transport, of tlade and o[ industry):
, the British and the American areas.

Among these are three states which dominate the world:
Germany, Great lJritain, and the United States. Imperialist
rivalry and the struggle between these countries have become

- " The figures in parentheses show the area and population of the
colonies,

ism is only beginning to develop. The struggle for South
America is becoming more and more acute.

struggle among the imperialist states-with Kautsky's silly
little fable about "peaceful" ultra-imperialism. Is thii not the
reactionary attempt of a frightened philistine to hide from
stern reality? Are not the international cartels which Kautsky
imagines aie the embryos of "ultra-imperialism" (in the saml
way as one "can" describe the manufacture of tablets in a
l_aboratory as r,rltra-agriculture in embryo) an example of the
division and tlte rediaision of the rvorld, the transiiion from
peaceful division to non-peaceful division and vice versa? Is
not American and other finance capital, which divided the
whole world peacefully with Germany's participation in, for
exarnple, the international rail syndicate, or the international

, now engaged in redividing the
ew lelation of folces that is being
ing but peaceful?
trusts do not diminish but increase

the differences in the rate of growth of the various parts of
the world economy. Once the relation of forces is changed,
what otJrer solution of the contradictions can be found "iari

*. + Stalisfischcs .lahrbuch fiir das tlcutsche Reiclt., 19li; Atchiu fi)r
[,isenbahnuesen, 1892. Minor details for the distribution of railways
among the colonies of the various countries in 1890 had to be estimat6d
approximately.
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R ailway s
(000 kilometrcs)

Europe . 224

u.s. . 268
All colonics 82

Indepenclcnt and serni-

lndepenilent states
of Asia antl America 43

125

191 3

31rG

4lI
210

137

trD

+

+422
+1.43
+128

J4'

{91r

Total 617 t,104

(C00 kilomctres)

1890 1913

u.s. . 268 413

British Empirc 107 208

Russia . 32 78

Germany 43 68

France . 41 63

+1.45
+101
+46
+25

Total for 5 powers

Thus, about 80 per cent of the total existing railways are
concentrated in the hands of the five biggest powers. But the
concentration of the ounership of these railways, the con-
centration of finance capital, is immeasurably greater since
the French and British millionaires, for example, own an
enorrnous amount of shares and bonds in American, Russian
and other railways.

Thanks to her colonies, Great Britain has increased the
length of "her" railways by 100,000 kilometres, four times
as much as Germany. And yet, it is well known that the
development of productive forces in Germany, and especial-
ly the development of the coal and iron industries, has
been incomparably more rapid during this period than in
Britain-not to speak of France and Russia. In 1892, Ger-
rnany produced 4,900,000 tons of pig-iron and Great Britain
produced 6,800,000 tons; in 1912, Germany produced
17,600,000 tons and Great Britain, 9,000,000 tons. Germany,
therefore, had an overwhelming superiority over Britain in
this respect.'r' The question is: what means other than war
could there be under capitalism to overcome the disparity
between the development of productive forces and the accu-
mulation of capital on the one side, and the division of
colonies and spheres of influence for finance capital on the
other?

VIII, PARASITISM AND DECAY OF CAPITALISM

We now have to examine yet another significant aspect of
imperialism to which most of the discussions on the subiect
usually attach insufficient importance. One of the shortcom-
ings of the Marxist Hilferding is that on this point he has
taken a step backward compared with the non-Marxist Hob-
son. I refer to parasitism, which is characteristic of imperial-
ISM.

As we have seen, the deepest economic foundation of im-
perialism is monopoly. This is capitalist monopoly, i.e.,
monopoly which has grown out of capitalism and which
exists in the general environment of capitalism, commodity
production and competition, in permanent and insoluble con-

'r- Cf. also Edgar Cramnond, "The Economic Relations of the British
and German Empires" in The Journal of the Royal Stati,stical Society,
July 1914, p. 777 et seq.



tradiction to this general environment. Nevertheless, like all
tendency to stagnation

:,':$l':H3;ffi,ilTi
tain extent and, further,

the economic possibility arises of deliberately retarding tech-
nical progress. For instance, in America, a certain Owens in-
vented a-rnachine which revolutionised the manufacture of
bottles. The German bottle-manufacturing cartel purchased
Owens's patent, but pigeonholed it, refrained from utilising
it. Certainly, monopoly under capitalism can never complete-
ly, and for a very long period of time, eliminate competition
in the world market (and this, by the by, is one of the rea-
sons why the theory of ultra-imperialism is so absurd). Cer-
tainly, the possibility of reducing the cost of production and
increasing profits by introducing technical improvements
operates in the direction of change. But the tendency to stag-
nation and decay, which is characteristic of monopoly, con-
tinues to operate, and in some branches of industry, in some
countries, for certain periods of time, it gains the upper hand.

The monopoly ownership of very extensive, rich or well-
situated colonies, operates in the same direction.

l-urther, imperialism is an immense accumulation of money
capital in a few countries, amounting, as we have seen, to
100,000-150,000 million francs in securities. Hence the ex-
traordinary growth of a class, or rather, of a stratum of ren-
tiers, i.e., people who live by "clipping coupons", who take
no part in any enterprise whatever, whose profession is idle-
ness. The export of capital, one of the most essential econom:
ic bases of imperialism, still more completely isolates the
rentiers from production and sets the seal of parasitism on
the whole country that lives by exploiting the labour of sev-
eral overseas countries and colonies.

"In 1893," writes Hobson, "the British capital invested
abroad represented about 15 per cent of the total wealth of
the United Kingdom."'i Let me remind the reader that by
1915 out two and a half times.
"Agg obson further on, "which
costs is of so little value to the
manu ource of great gain to the

'r Hobson, op. cit., pp. 59,62.

60 6l

investor... . The annual income Great Britain derives from
commissions in her whole foreign and colonial trade, import
and export, is estimated by Sir R. Giffen at €18,000,000
[nearly 170 million rubles] for 1899, taken at 2Lf2 per cent,
upon a turnover of 5800,000,000." Great as this sum is, it
cannot explain the aggressive imperialism of Great Britain,
which is explained by the income of SgO million to €100 mil-
lion from "invested" capital, the income of the rentiers.

The income of the rentiers is five times greater than the
income obtained from the foreign trade of the biggest "trad-
ing" country in the world! This is the essence of imperialism
and imperialist parasitism.

For that reason the term "rentier state" (Rentnerstaat), or
usurer state, is coming into common use in the economic
literature that deals with imperialism. The world has become
divided into a handful of usurer states and a vast majority
of debtor states. "At the top of the list of foreign invest-
ments," says Schulze-Gaevernitz, "are those placed in polit-
ically dependent or allied countries: Great Britain grants
loans to Egypt, Japan, China and South America. Her navy
plays here the part of bailiff in case of necessity. Great Brit-
ain's political power protects her from the indignation of
her debtors."'i- Sartorius von Waltershausen in his book, 7/za
National Econotnic System of Capital Inaestments Abroad,
cites Holland as the rnodel "rentier state" and points out that
Great Britain and France are now becoming such.'r''r' Schilder
is of the opinion that five industrial states have become "defi-
nitely pronounced creditor countries": Great Britain, France,
Germany, Belgium and Switzerland. He does not include
Holland in this list simply because she is "industrially little
developed".'r)r:i The United States is a creditor only of the
American countries.

"Great Britain," says Schulze-Gaevernitz, "is gradually
becoming transformed from an industrial into a creditor
state. Notwithstanding the absolute increase in industrial
output and the export of manufactured goods, there is an
increase in the relative importance of income from interest

* Schulze-Gaevernitz, Britischer Imperiolismus, S. 320 et seq.
'!'f' Sartorius von Waltershausen, Das 

'uolkszoirtscihaftliche 
System, etc.,

Berlin, 1907, Buch IV.
+*'! Schilder, Entaichlungstendenzen der (l)eltuirtschaft, Berlin, lgl2,

Bd. I, S. 393.



and dividends, issues of securities, commissions and specu-
lation in the whole of the national econorny. In my opinion
it is precisely this that forms the economic basis of imperial-
ist ascendancir. 'fhe creditor is more firmly attached to the
debtor than the seller is to the buyer."'r In regard to Ger-
many, A. Lansburgh, the publisher of the Berlin Die Banl<,,:16

in I9trI, in an article entitled "Germany-a Rentier State",
wrote the following: "People in Germany are ready to sneer
at the yearning to become rentiers that is observed in France.
But they forget that as far as the bourgeoisie is concerned the
situation in Germany is becoming more and rnore like that
in France."'i'r

The rentier state is a state of parasitic, decaying capital-
ism, and this circumstance cannot fail to influence all the
socio-political conditions of the countries concerned, in gen-
eral, and the two fundamentai trends in the working-class
movement, in particular. To demonstrate this in the clearest
possible rnanner let me quote Hobson, who is a most reliable
witness, since he cannot be suspected of leaning towards
Marxist orthodoxy; on the other hand, he is an Englishman
who is very well acquainted with the situation in the country
which is richest in colonies, in finance capital, and in im-
perialist experience.

With the Anglo-Boer Warl7 fresh in his mind, Hobson
describes the connection between imperialism and the in-
terests of the "financiers", their growing profits from con-
tracts, supplies, etc., and writes: "While the directors of this
definitely parasitic policy are capitalists, the same motives

have weakened the old empires: (1) "economic parasitism",
and (2) the formation of armies recruited from subject peopie.
"There is first the habit of economic parasitism, by which the
ruling state has used its provinces, colonies, and dependen-
cies in order to enrich its ruling class and to bribe its lower
classes into acquiescence." And I shall add that the economic

't Schulze-Gaevernitz, op. cit., S. 122.
't-'r Die Banh, 1911, 1, S. 10-11.

possibility of such bribery, whatever its form may be, requires
high rnonopolist profits.

As for the second circumstance, Flobson writes: "One of
the strangest syrnptorns of the blindness of imperialism is the
reckless indifference with which Great Britain, France and
other imperial nations are embarking on this perilous de-
pendence. Great Britain has gone farthest. Most of the fight-
ing by which we have won our trndian Ernpire has been done
by natives; in India, as more recently in Eg'ypt, gleat stand-
ing armies are placed under British commanders; almost all
the fighting associated with our African dominions, except in
the southern part, has been done for us by natives."

Hobson gives the following economic appraisal of the
prospect of the partitioning of China: "'I'he greater part of'Western Europe might then assume the appearance and
character already exhibited by tracts of country in the South
of England, in the Riviera, and in the tourist-ridden or res-
idential parts of Italy and Switzerland, little clusters of
wealthy aristocrats drawing dividends and pensions from the
Far East, with a somewhat larger group of professional re-
tainers and tradesmen and a large body of personal servants
and workers in the transport trade and in the final stages of
production of the more perishable goods: all the main arte-
rial industries would have disappeared, the staple foods and
manufactures flowinE in as tribute frorn Asia and Africa.. . .

We have foreshadowed the possibility of even a larger alli-
ance of Western states, a European federation of Great Pow-
ers which, so far from forwarding the cause of world civili-
sation, might introduce the gigantic peril of a Western par-
asitism, a group of advanced industrial nations, whose up-
per classes drew vast tribute from Asia and Africa, with
which they supported great tame masses of retainers, no
longer engaged in the staple industries of agriculture and
manufacture, but kept in the performance of personal or
minor industrial services under the control of a new financial
aristocracy. Let those who would scout such a theory [it
would be better to say: prospect] as undeserving of consider-
ation examine the economic and social condition of districts
in Southern England today which are already reduced to this
condition, and reflect upon the vast extension of such a sys-
tem rvhich might be rendered feasible by the subjection of
China to the eionomic control of similai groups 
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such consummation. "'r-

with the lole of rentier, and in thrl wa;u, p.rhipr, p;;;"th.
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4.9
1851 t7 .9
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':' Hobson, op. cit., pp. 103,205, 144,335,386.
'r'i Gerhardl Hila.bru"d, Die Erschiitterung iler Industrieherrschalt

und des Industriesozialismus, 1910, S. 229 et seq.
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t.l.tt i.mhctrtance. .. ."'i He should have said: to which the bour-
geoir irotiti.ians and the "socialist" opportunists attach little

'r- Sclrulze-Gaevernitz, Ihitischer Imferialismus, S' 301'
't't' Stati.ttik tl.cs Dculschcn, R.cichs, Bd.211'

'r'r'r' fIenger, l) i.r" K n b itol s t nl u gt' i c r F' r a n : o s c n'- Stuttgart' 1 9 13'
*'r*r' 11ori*'i.h, Immigration oid Labour, New York, 1913'

talism systematically, during the course of several decades.
I'lor example, on October 7, 1U58, En.qels wrote to Marx:
"The English proletariat is actually becoming more and
more bourqeois, so that this most bourgeois of all nations is
apparently aiming ultimately at the possession of a bourgeois
aristocracy and a bourseois proletariat alongside the bour-
geoisie. For a nation which exploits the whole world this is
of course to a certain extent justifiable."rts Alnlost a quarter
of a century later, in a letter dated August I1, lti8l, Engels
speaks of the "wolst English trade unions which allow them-
selves to be led by men sold to, or at least paid b1., the nrid-
die class". In a letter to Kautsky, dated September 12, 1882,
Engels wrote: think
about colonial think
about politics here,
ther-e are only d the

This clearly shows the causes and effects. The causes are:

__ 't B_riefuecltsel aon Mctrx und Engcls, Bd. II, S. 290; IV, 433.-
Karl Kautsky, Sozialismus untl l{olonialpolitih, Bcrljn, 1907, S. 79; this
pal'rphlet .was written by Kautsky in thosc infinitely distani days when
hc was still a Marxisf



powers; 61,000,000 sq. km., or 81 per cent, belong to three
powers).^ The distinctive fcature of the present situation is the prev-
alence of such economic and political conditions that are
bound to increase the irreconcilability between opportunism

nineteenth century; but in a number of countries it has

{Jrown ripe, overripe, and rotten, and has b^e99m9 cornpletely
inerged with bortgeois policy in the forrn of "social-chauvin-
ism".'l'

IX. CBITIQUE OF IMPERIALISM

By the critique of imperialism, in the broad sense of the
term, we *.ut, the attitride of the different class,es of society
towards imperialist policy in connection with their general
ideology.

The-Lnorrnous dimensions of finance capital concentrated

hand, cause the propertied classes to go over entirely to the
side of imperialism. t'General" enthusiasm over the prospects
of imperiilism, furious defence of it and painting it in the

'! Rus its overt form, represented by the
Potrcsovs c., and in its covert folm (Chkheidze'
'Skobelev, lso emerged from the Russian variety
,of opport isrn.2l

T

East Indies, etc. One of them, commenting on an English
report of a conference held on June 28-30,1910, of rtpre-
sentatives of various subject nations and races, of peoples of
Asia, Africa and Europe who le, rvrites
as follows in appraising the s this con-
ference: "We are told that w ism; that

't Achteittscltaftliches Archiu, Bd. ii, S. 193
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form of the basis of imperialism is a deception, a "pious
wish", since the bourgeois representatives of the oppressed
nations go no "further" forward, the bourgeois representa-
tive of an oppressing nation goes "further" bachuard, to
servility towards imperialism under cover of the claim to be

so "logic"!
o whether it is possible to reform the
r,vhether to go forward to the further

eepening of the antagonisms which it

In the United States, the imperialist war waged a.qainst
Spain in 189823 stirled up the opposition of the "anti-imperial-
iits", the last of the Mohicans of bourgeois democracy, who
declared this war to be "criminal", regarded the annexation

.t Btile Litz rJe l'Instittrt International de statistique, T. XIX, livr.
II, p. 225.'r .]. Patouillet, L'inzplrialism,e aruiricain, Dijon, 1904, p. 272.
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+ J(autsky, N-ationulstaat, imperialistischer Staat und. Staatenbund,

l\urnber.g, 1915, S. 72, 7O.
':-'t' Finance Capital, p. 5G7.

^ Whichevel way one tlrrns Kautsky's will
find nothing in it except reaction and b ism.

Even if we correct this argument an ator
says, that the trade of the colonies with cle-
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To corrntrics filran-
cially dependent
on Gerrnany

llo countr ie-s linan -

cially indopcnclcrnt

of ()t'rrnarr1,

llumania
Portugal
Argentina
Brazil
Clr ile .

Turkey

imperialist countl'y: (1) to countries which are financially
dependent upon it, and borrow money from it; and (2) to
countries which are Iinancially independent. He obtained the
followin.g- results:

Export Trade of Germany (000,000 rnarks)
- I'rrr cr:trtlllo\ irrcrersl

70.8 4i
:i2 .8 liJ
147.0 143

81r.5 73

52.4 8J

G4.O 114

1889

48.2
19.0
60. 7
48.7
28.3
25.9

'l'otal

Grcat llritairr
!'r'arrce
Bolgiurn
Switzorlarrd
Australia
l)utclr East
Indies

23.1 .8

. (:i51 .8

.zrc.2

. 137 .2

. L77 ./t

. 21.2

. 8.8

151 .5

997 .4
/:\7 .(,1

:122.8

401 .1,

64.s

1+0.7

92

108

127

205

l'oto.l 1 ,!06 .6 2,264..1 87

Lansburgh did not draw corrcllLsions and therefore,
strangely enough, failed to observe that it' the fisures prove
anything at all, they prove that lrc is urong, for the exports
to countries {inancially dependent on Germany have gro\vn
more rapidly, if only slightly, than exports to the countries
which are financially independent. (I emphasise the "if", for
Lansburgh's figures are far from complete.)

Tracing the connection between exports and loans, Lans-
burgh writes:

"In 1890-91, a Rumanian loan was floated through the
Gennan banks, which had ah-eady in previous years made
advances on this loan. It was used chiefly to purchase rail-
way materials in Germany. In 1891, German exports to Ru-
rnania amounted to 55 million marks. The followin.q year
they dropped to 39.4 million marks and, with lluctuations,
to 25.l million in 1900. Only in very recent years have they
legained the level of 1891, thanks to two new loans. 't' Dic Batft, 1909, 2, S. 819 et scq
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cartels, etc. Simply to compare colonies with non-colonies,
one imperialism with another imperialism, one semi-colony
or colony (Egypt) with all other countries, is to evacle and
to obscure the very essence of the guestion.

Kautsky's theoretical critique of imperialism has ncrthing
in common with Marxism and serves only as a preamble to
propaganda for peace and unity with the opportunists and
the social-chauvinists, precisely for the reason that it evades
and obscures the very profound and fundamental conti'adic-
tions of imperialism: the contradictions between monopoly
and free competition which exists side by side with it, be-
tween the gigantic "operations" (and gigantic profits) of
{inance capital and "honest" trade in the free market, the
contradiction between cartels and trusts, on the one hand,
and non-cartelised industry, on the other, etc.

The notorious theory of "ultra-imperialisrr", invented by
Kautsky, is just as reactionary. Compare his arguments on
this subject in 1915, with Hobson's arguments in 1902.

Kautsky: ". .. Cannot the present imperialist policy be sup-
planted by a new, ultra-imperialist policy, which r.r,ill intro-
duce the joint exploitation of the world by internationally
united finance capital in place of the mutual rivalries of na-
tional finance capitals? Such a new phase of capitalism is at
any rate conceivable. Can it be achieved? Sufficient premises
are still lacking to enable us to answer this question.""'

Hobson: "Christendom thus laid out in a few great federal
empires, each with a retinue of uncivilised dependencies,
seems to many the most legitimate development of present
tendencies, and one which would offer the best hope of per-
manent peace on an assured basis of inter-Imperialism."

Kautsky called ultra-imperialism or super-imperialism
what Hobson, thirteen years earlier, described as inter-im-
perialism. Except for coining a new and clever catchrvord,
replacing one Latin prefix by another, the only progress
Kautsky has made in the sphere of "scientific" thouglLt is
that he gave out as Marxism what Hobson, in effect, described
as the cant of English parsons. After the Anglo-Boer
Wat it was quite natural for this highly honourable caste to
exert their main efforts to console the British middle class
and the workers who had lost many of their relatives, on the

't' Die Neue Zeit, Lprll30, 1915, S. 144.
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battlefields of South Africa and who were obiiEed to oav
higher taxes in older to guarantee still highel prJfitr for ih'e
British financiers. And what better consolation could ther-e
be than the theory that imperialism is not so bad; that it
stands close to inter- (or ultra-) imperialism, which can en-

colonial and semi-colonial
six to seyen hundred millio
tion of the finance capital
Great Britain, France, Japa
that,these imperialist countries form alliances against one
another in order to protect or enlarge their possesslons, their
interests and their spheres of influence in these Asiatic

, or "ultra-
imperialist
division of

t alliance of

be mole than temporary, that they would eliminate friction,
confiicts and stluEsle in every possible form?-The question has only to be presented clearly for anv
other than a negative answer to be impossible. This is be-
cause the onl1. grr..lvable basis under capitalism for. the



divisi<-rn of spheles of influence, interests, colonies, etc., is a
calculation of the strength, of those participating, their gene-
ral economic, Iinancial, military strength, etc. And the
strength of these participants in the division does not change
to an equal degree, for the even d,evelopment of different
undertakings, trusts, branches of industry, or countries is im-
possible under capitalism. Half a century ago Germany was
a miserable, insignificant country, if her capitalist stren.qth
is compared with that of the Britain of that time; Japan
compared with Russia in the same way. Is it "conceivable"
that in ten or twenty vears' time the relative strength of the
imperialist po\A'ers will have remained unchanged? It is out
of the question.

Therefore, in the realities of the capitalist system. and
not in the banal philistine fantasies of English parsons. or of
the German "Marxist", Kautsky, "inter-imperialist" t)r' "ul-
tra-imperialist" alliances, no matter what form thev may
assume, whether of one imperialist coalition against another,
or of a general alliance ernbracing all the imperialist pow-
ers, are ineaitably nothing more than a "truce" in periods
bet.,.t,een wars. Peaceftrl allia-nces prepare the ground for
wars, ancl in their turn sror,rz out of wars; the one conditions
the t-rther, producing alternating forms of peaceful and non-
peaceful struggle on o?tc an,d tlte sctrue basis of irnperialist
connections and relations within world economics and r,,r,'orld
politics. But in order to pacify the workers and reconcile thenr
with the social-chauvinists who have deselted to the side of
the bourgeoisie, over-wise Kautsky separates one linlt of zr

single chain from another, separates the present peaceftil
(and ultra-imperialist, nay, ultra-ultra-imperialist) aliiance of
all the powers f<lr the "pacilication" of China (remember the
suppressiorr of the Boxer Rebellion25) from the non-peaceful
conflict of tomorrow, which will prepare the ground for
another "peaceful" general alliance for the partition, say, of
Turkey, on the day after tomorrow, eLc., etc.Instead of show-
ing the living connection between periods of imperialist peace
and periods of imperialist war, Kautsky presents the work-
ers with a lifeless abstraction in order to reconcile them to
theil Iifeless leaders.

An American writer, Hill, in his A History of th.e Diplo-
macy in the InternaLional Developnzent of Europe refers in
the preface to the following periods in the recent history of
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Diplomacy in the Interna-. " D:rvid Jayne Hill, A History of the
tional Deaalopment of Europe, Vol.-I, p. x.

'r'l Schilder, op. cit., S. 178.



't' Iiinance Cal)ital, p. 487.
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obscuring and glossing over the
of imperialism and wiih a striv-
t,'e crumbling unity with oppor-
rking-class movement.

X. THE PLACE OF IMPERIALISM IN IIISTORY
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thousands upon thousands of millions whi
er part of the capital and income of e

financial oligarchy, which throws a close
dence relationships over all the economic

nt-day bourgeois
t striking manife
nopoly has grow
old" motives of

ital has ad e ials,
for the ex f for
spheres fo s ofits
and so on, nies

for the division anci the redivision of the world.
The extent to which monopolist capital has intensified ail

the corrtradictions of capitalism is generally known' It is suf-
ficient to mention the high cost of living and the tyranny of
the cartels. This intensification of contradictions constitutes
the most powerful driving force of the transitional period
of history, which began from the time of the final victory

cludes the rapid growth of capitalism. It does not. In the
epoch of impbrialisut, certain branches of industry, certain
slrata of the bour.qeoisie and certain countries betray, to er

greater or lesser degree, now one and now another of these
tendencies. On the whole, capitalism is growing far more
rapidly than before; but this growth is not only becoming
rnore and more uneven in general, its unevenness also man-
ifests itself, in particular, in the decay of the countries which
are richest in capital (Britain).

da e speed of the

X"i fl,nf1.3"01?il
of n, this linance

capital which has grown with such extraordinary rapidity is
not unwilling, precisely because it has grown so quickly, to
pass on to a more "tranquil" possession of colonies which
have to be seized-and not only by peaceful methods-from
richer nations. In the United States, economic development
in the last decades has been even more rapid than in Ger-
many, and for this uery reason, the parasitic features of
modern American capitalism have stood out with particular
prominence. On the other hand, a comparison of, say, the
republican American bourgeoisie with the monarchist Jupu-
nese or German bourgeoisie shows that the rnost pronounced
political distinction diminishes to an extreme degree in the
epoch of imperialism-not because it is unimportant in gen-
eral, but because in all these cases we are talking about a
bourgeoisie which has definite features of parasitism.

The receipt of high monopoly profits by the capitalists in
one of the numerous branches of industry, in one of the
numerous countries, etc., makes it economically possible for
them to bribe certain sections of the workers, and for a time
a fairly considerable minority of them, and win them to the
side of the bourgeoisie of a given industry or given nation
against all the others. The intensification of antagonisms
between imperialist nations for the division of the world in-
creases this urge. And so there is created that bond between
impcrialism and opportunism, which revealed itself first and



most clearly in Great Britain, owing to the fact that certain
features of imperialist development were observed there much
earlier than in other countries. Some writers, L. Martov, for
example, are prone to wave aside the connection between
imperialism and opportunism in the working-class move-
ment-a particularly glaring fact at the present time-by
resorting to "official optimisrn" (d la Kautsky and Huysmans)
like the following: the cause of the opponents of capitalism
would be hopeless if it were progressive capitalism that led
to the increase of opportunism, or, if it were the best-paid
workers who were inclined towards opportunism, etc. We
must have no illusions about "optimism" of this kind. It is
optimism in respect of opportunism; it is optimism which
serves to conceal opportunism. As a matter of fact the extraor-
dinary rapidity and the particularly revolting character of
the development of opportunism is by no means a g:uarar.-
tee that its victory will be durable: the rapid growth of a
painful abscess on a healthy body can only cause it to burst
more quickly and thus relieve the body of it. 'Ihe most dan-
gerous of all in this respect are those who do not wish to
understand that the fight against imperialisrn is a sham and
humbug unless it is inseparably bound up with the fight
against opportunism.

From all that has been said in this book on the economic
essence of imperialism, it follows that we must define it as
capitalism in transition, or, more precisely, as moribund cap-
italism. It is very instructive in this respect to note that
bourgeois economists, in describing modern capitalism, fre-Dourgeors economlsts, rn descrrblng moctern capltallsm, Ire-
quently employ catchwords and phrases like "interlocking",
"absence of isolation", etc.; "in conformity with their func-
tions and course oftions and course of development", banks are "not purely pri-
vate business enterprises; they are more and more outgrowingvate business enterprises; they are more and more outgrowing
the sphere of purely private business regulation". And this
verv Riesser- whose words T ha.ve irrst orroted- dec.la.res with
the sphere of purely private business regulation". And thi
very Riesser, whose words I have just quoted, declares witvery Riesser, whose words I have just quoted, declares with
all seriousness that the "prophecy" of the Marxists concern-
ing "socialisation" has "not come true"!

What then does this catchword "interlocking" express? It
merely expresses the most striking feature of the process
going on before our eyes. It shows that the observer counts
the separate trees, but cannot see the wood. It slavishly cop-
ies the superficial, the fortuitous, the chaotic. It reveals the
observer as one who is overwhelmed by the mass of raw ma-
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; "in conformity with their func-

terial and is uttefly inc_apable of appreciating its meaning
and importance. Ownership of shares, the relalions between
owners of private property "interlock in a haphazard way".
But underlying this interlocking, its very base, are the chang-
ing social .relations of production. When a big enterpriie
assumes gigantic proportions, and, on the basis of an exact
cornputation of mass data, organises according to plan the
supply of primary raw materials to the extent of tw^o-thirds,
or three-fourths, of all that is necessary for tens of millions
of people; when the raw materials are transported in a sys-
tematic and organised manner to the most suitable places of
production, sometimes situated hundreds or thouiands of
miles from each other; when a single centre directs all the
consec-utive stages of processing the material right up to the
rnanufacture of nurlerous varieties of finished articlei; when
these products, are distributed according to a single plan
_amgng tens and hundreds of millions of consumers (ihe mar-
keting of oil in Arnerica and C ermany by the American oil
trust)-then it becomes evident that we have socialisation of
production, and not mere "interlocking"; that private econ-
omic and private property relations constitute a shell which
no longer fits its contents, a shell which must inevitably de-
cay if its removal is artificially delayed, a shell which may
remain in a state of decay for a fairly long period (if, at
lhe worsJ, the cure of the opportunist abscesi ii protracted),
but which will inevitablv be removed.

The enthusiastic admirer of German imperialism, Schulze-
Gaevernitz, exclaims:

"Once the supreme management of the German banks has
been entr,:sted to the hands of a dozen persons, their activi-
ty is rve-n today more significant for the public good than
that of the majority of the Ministers of State....lThe "in-
terlocking" of bankers, ministers, magnates of industry and
rentiers is here conyeniently forgotten.l If we imagine the
Cer.elopment of those tendencies we have noted carried to
their logical conclusion we will have: the money capital of
the nation united in the banks; the banks themselves com-
bined into cartels;the investment capital of the nation cast in
the shape of securities. Then the forecast of that genius Saint-
Simon will be fulfilled: 'The present anarchy of production,
which corresponds to the fact thit economic relations are de-
veloping without uniform regulation, must make way for or-
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g'anisation in production. Production will no longer be direct-
ed by isolated manufacturers, independent of each other and
ignorant of man's cconomic needs; that will be done by a
certain public institution. A central committee of manage-
ment, being able to survey the large field of social economy
from a more elevated point of view, will regulate it for thc
benefit of the whoLe of society, will put the means of pro-
duction into suitable hands, and above all will take care that
there be constant harmony between production and consump-
tion. Institutions already exist which have assumed as part of
their functions a certain organisation of economic labour, the
banks.' We are still a long way from the fulfilment of Saint-
Simon's forecasto but we are on the way towards it: Marxism,
different from what Marx imagined, but different only in
form."'i

A crushin.q "refutation" of Marx, indeed, which retreats
a step from Marx's precise, scientific analysis to Saint-Si-
mon's guess-u,ork, the suess-work of a genius, but guess-
work all the sarne.

Written January-June 1916

First published in mid-1917
in pamphle t form by the Zhizn i
Znaniy e Publishers, Petrograd

Yol. 22, pp. 265-304

't Grtmdriss der Sozialdho'nomih, S. 146.
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FTom A CARICATIJRE OF MABXISM
AND IMPERIALIST ECONOMISM2T

3. WHAT IS ECONOMIC ANALYSIS?

Central to all the disquisitions of the self-determination
opponents is the claim that it is .qenerally "unachievable"
under capitalism or imperialism. The word "unachievable"
is frequently used in widely different and inaccurately cle-
fined meanings. That is why in our theses2s we insisted on
what is essential in any theoretical discussion: an explana-
tion of what is meant by "unachievable". Nor did we confine
otrrselves to that. We tried to give such an explanation. All
democratic demands are "unachievable" under imperialism
in the sense that politically they are hard to achieve or to-
tally unachievable without a series of revolutions.

It is fundamentally wrong, however, to raaintain that self-
determination is unachievable in the econornic sense.

That has been our contention. It is the pivotal point of our
theoretical differences, a question to which our opponents
in any serious discussion should have paid due attention.

But just see how Kievsky treats the question.
He definitely rejects unachievable as meaning "hard to

achieve" politically. He gives a direct ans\yer in the sensc
of economic unachievability.

"Does this mean," Kievsky writes, "that self-determination under
impcrialism is just as unachievable as labour moncy29 under commodity
production?" And he repiies: "Yes, it means exactly that. Iror what

g is the social cate-
im' and san're logical
that bct money and

uction. I f-dctcrmina-
tion, and no magician can reconcile thc t'wo."

Frightening as is the angry word "magician" Kievsky hurls
at us, we must nevertheless point out that he simply fails to



Kievsky do-es not_even attempt anything approximating an
economic analysis! He confuses the economic substance of-im-
perialism with its political tendencies, as is obvious from the
_v_ery firs_t phrase of the very first paragraph of his article.
Here is that phrase:
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Secorrd, it is a purely po
tion of imperialism. By defi
policy" Kievsky wants to
promised to give when he
was_" ju,st as" _unachievable, i.e., economically unachievable,
under imperialism as labour money under commodity pro-
duction!'r'

- It-is fundamentally \/rong, un-Marxist and unscientific, to
single out "foreign policy" from policy in general, let alone



determination.

nomic territory.
But theoretical problems should not be approached from

up shares) ; for a certain time the trusts sell below cost, spend-
ing millions on this in order to ruin a competitor and then
huy *p his enterprises, his sources of raw materials (mines,
land, etc.).

There you have a purely cconomic analysis of the power
of the trusts and their expansion. There you have the pure-
ly economic path to expansion: buying up mills and facto-
ries, sources of raw materials.

Big finance capital of one countly can always buy up com-
petitors in another, politically independent country and con-
stantly does so. Economically, this is fully achievable. Eco-
nomic "annexation" is fully "achievable" without political
annexation and is widely practised. In the literature on im-
perialism you will constantly come across indications that
Argerrtina, for example, is in reality a"l'rade colony" of Bri-
tain, or that Portugal is in reality a "vassal" of Britain, etc.
And that is actually so: economic dependence upon British
banks, indebtedness to Britain, British acquisition of their
railways, mines, land, etc., enable Britain to "annex" these
countries economically without violating their political inde-
pendence.

National self-determination means political independence.
Imperialism seeks to violate such independence because po-
litical annexation often rnakes economic annexation easier,
cheaper (easier to bribe officials, secLrre concessions, put
through advantageous legislation, etc.), more conyenient, less
troublesorne-iust as imperialism seeks to replace democracy
generally by oligarchy. But to speak of the economic "una-
chievability" of self-determination under imperialism is sheer
n0nsense.

Kicvsky .gets round the theoretical difficulties by a very
sirnple ancl superficial dodge, known in German as "burschi-
hose" phra,seology, i.e., primitive, crude phrases heard (and
cluite naturallv) at student binges. Here is an example:

"Universal suffrage," he writes, "the eight-hour day and even the
rcptrblic are logically compatible with imperialism, though imperialism
far lrom smiles [!!]on them and their achievement is therefore ex-
tremely difficult."

We would have absolutely no objections to the bursckihose
statement that imperialism far from "smiles" on the repub-
lic-a frivolous word can sornetimes lend colour to a scien-
tific polemic!-if in this polemic on a serious issue we were
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given, in addition, an economic and political analysis of the
concepts involved. With Kievsky, however, the burschihose
phrase does duty for such an analysis or serves to conceal lack
of it.

What can this mean: "Imperialism far from smiles on the
republic"? And why?

The republic is one possible form of the political super-
structure of capitalist society, and, moreover, under present-
day conditions the rnost democratic form. To say that im-
perialism does not "smile" on the republic is to say that there
is a contradiction between imperialism and democracy. It may
very well be that Kievsky does not "smile" or even "far from
smiles" on this conclusion. Nevertheless it is irrefutable.

To continue. What is the nature of this contradiction be-
tween imperialism and democracy? Is it a logical or illogi-
cal contradiction? Kievsky uses the word "logical" without
stopping to think and therefore does not notice that in this
particular case it serves to conceal (both from the reader's
and author's eyes and mind) the uery question he sets out to
discuss! That question is the relation of economics to poli-
tics: the relation of economic conditions and the economic
content of imperialism to a certain political form. To say
that every "contradiction" reyealed in human discussion is a
logical contradiction is meaningless tautology. And with the
aid of tlris tautology Kievsky evades the substance of the
question: Is it a "losical" contradiction between two econo-
zzdc phenomena or propositions (l)? Or two political phenom-
ena or propositions (2)? Or economic ar,d political phenom-
ena or propositions(3)?

For that is the heart of the matter, once we are discussing
economic unachievability or achievability under one or an-
other political form!

Had Kievsky not evaded the heart of the matter, he would
probably have realised that the contradiction between impe-
rialism and the republic is a contradiction between the eco-
nonrics of latter-day capitalism (namely, monopoly capital-
ism) and political democracy in general. For Kievsky will nev-
er prove that any maior and fundamental democratic meas-
ure (popular election of officials or officers, complete free-
dom of association and assembly, etc.) is less contradictory
to imperialism (or, if you like, more "smiled" upon) than
the republic.

What we have, then, is the propositiort ue advanced in our

ressions as

on the re-
economics

with the republic?
Kievsky has given no thought to that. We would remind

him of the following words of En.qels in reference to the
democratic republic. Can wealth dominate under this form
of government? The question concerns the "contradiction"
between economics and politics.

Engels replies: "The democratic republic officially knows
nothing any more of property distinctions [between citizens] .

In it wealth exercises its power indirectly, but all the more
surely. On the one hand, in the form of the direct corruption
of officials, of which America provides the classical eiam-
ple; on the other hand, in the form of an alliance between
government and stock eXchange. . . ."30

There you have an excellent example of economic analy-
sis on the question of the "achievability" of democracy un-
der capitalism. And the "achievability" of self-determina-
tion under imperialism is part of that question.

The democratic republic "logically" contradicts capital-
ism, because "officially" it puts the rich and the poor on an
equal footing. That is a contradiction between the economic
system and the political superstructure. There is the same
contradiction between imperialism and the republic, deep-
ened or aggravated by the factthat the change-over from free
competition to monopoly makes the realisation of political
freedoms even more "difficult".

How, then, is capitalism reconciled with democracy? By
indirect implementation of the omnipotence of capital. There
are two economic means for that: (l) direct bribery; (2) al-
liance of government and stock exchange. (That is stated
in our theses-under a bourgeois system finance capital
"9qo freely bribe and bry arry government and any
official".)



Once we have the dominance of commodity production, of
the bourgeoisie, of the power of money-bribery (direct or
through the stock exchange) is "achievable" under any form
of government and under any kind of democracy.

What, it can be asked, is altered in this respect when cap-
italism gives way to imperialism, i.e., when pre-monopoly
capitalism is replaced by monopoly capitalism?

Only that the power of the stock exchange increases. For
finance capital is indu-strial capital at its highest, monopoly
level which has merged with banking capital. The big banks
merge with and absorb the stock exchange. (The literature
on imperialism speaks of the declining role of the stock ex-
change, but only in the sense that every giant bank is itself
virtually a stock exchange.)

Further. If "wealth" in general is fully capable of achiev-
ing dornination over any democratic republic by bribery
and through the stock exchange, then how can Kievsky main-
tain, without lapsing into a very curious "logical contradic-
tion", that the immense wealth of the trusts and the banks,
which haye thousands of millions at their cotnmand, can-
not "achieye" the domination of finance capital over a
foreign" i.e., politically independent, republic??

Well? Bribery of officials is "unachievable" in a foreign
state? Or the "alliance of government and stock exchange"
applies only to one's own governrnent?

>! >i :i

The reader will already have seen that it requires roughly
ten pages of plint to untangle and popularly explain ten lines
of confusion. We cannot examine every one of Kievsky's ar-
guments in the same detail. And there is not a single one
that is not confused. Nor is there really any need for this once
the rnain arguments have been examined. The rest will be
dealt with briefly.

4. THE EXAMPLE OF NORWAY

Norway "achieved" the supposedly unachievable right to
self-determination in 1905, in the era of the most rainpant
imperialism. lt is therefore not only absurd, but ludicrous,
frorn the theoretical standpoint, to speak of "unachievability".

one, for it militates against Kievsky. Laws are political meas-

the shares of her industries.
ence Norway "achieved" in 1905 was only
d not affect her economic dependence, nor
ntion. That is exactly the point made in our

theses. We indicated that self-determination concerns only
p theg :IIlng
p

To proceed.

"One or even many ll-scale industry prevailing over
large-scale industry ii refute Marx's correct proposi-
tion that the general capitalism is attendcd by the
ct-rncentration and centr ction."

Again, the argument is based on an unfortunate example.,
chosin to divert the attention (of the reader and the author)
from the substance of the issue.

We maintain that it would be wrong to speak of the eco-
nomic unachievability of self-determination in the same
scnse as we speak of the unachievability of labour money



under capitalism. Not a single "example" of such achievabil-
ity can be cited. Kievsky tacitly admits we are correct on
this point when he shifts to anotlter interp.retal.ion of "una-
chievability".

Why does he not do so directly? Why does he not openly
and precisely formulate /zis proposition: "self-determination,
while unachievable in the sense that it is economically iinpos.
sible under capitalism, contradicts development and is
therefore either reactionary or merely an exception"?

He does not do so because a clear formulation of this coun-
ter-proposition would immediately expose its author, and he
therefore tries to conceal it.

The law of economic concentration, of the victory of large-
scale production over small, is recognised in our own and
the Erfurt programmes.3l Kievsky conceals the fact that no-
where is the law of political or state concentration recognised.
If it were the same kind of law-if there were such a law-
then why should not Kievsky formulate it and suggest that it
be added to our programme? Is it right for hirn to leave us
with a bad, incomplete programme, considering that he has
discovered this new law of state concentration, which is of
practical significance since it would rid our programme of
erroneous conclusions?

Kievsky does not formulate that law, does not suggest that
it be added to our programme, because he has the hazy feel-
ing that if he did he would be making himself a laughing-
stock. Eyeryone would laugh at this amusing imperialist
Economism if it were expressed openly and if, parallel with
the law that small-scale production is ousted by large-scale
production, there were presented another "lau" (connected
with the first or existing side by side with it) of small states
being ousted by big ones!

To explain this we shall put only one question to Kievsky:
Why is it that economists (without quotation marks) do not
speak of the "disintegration" of the modern trusts or big
banks? Or of the possibility and achieyability of such disin-
tegration? Why is it that even the "imperialist Economist"
(in quotation marks) is obliged to admit that the disintegra-
tion of big states is both possible and achievable, and not only
in general, but, for example, the secession of "small national-
ities" (please note!) from Russia ($ e, Chapter II of Kievsky's
article) ?

l

I

tionary Norway's secession from Sweden, thou.qh we raised
the question in our literature as early as 1914.'r-

Large-scale production is unachieyable if, for instance,
hand-worked machines remain. The idea of a mechanical
factory *disintegrating" into handicrafts production is utterly
absurd. The imperialist tendency towards big ernpires is fully
achievable, and in practice is often achieved, in the form of
an lmp
ically i
15 enco
of the

It is only from the point of view of imperialist Economism,

'! See V. L Lcnin, Collectcd (L)oths, Vol. 20, pp- 42i-30.-Dl,



capital, but sometintss even profitable for the trusts, for th,eir
imperialist policy, for tlteir imperialist war, to allow indiui-
dual srnall nations as rnuch democratic freedom as they can,
right down to political independence, so as not to risk dam-
aging their "own" military operations. To overlook the pecu-
liarity of political and strategic relationships and to repeat
indiscriminatelv a rvord learned by rote, "imperialism", is
anything but Marxisrn.

On Norway, Kievsky tells us, firstly, that she "had always
been an independent state". That is not true and can only
be explained by the author's burschihose carelessness and his
disregard of political issues. Norway was not an independent
state prior to 1905, though she en.joyed a very large measure
of autonomy. Sweden recognised Norway's political independ-
ence only after her secession. If Norway "had always been
an independent state", then ihe Swedish Government would
not have informed the other powers on October 26, L905,
that it recognised Norway's independence.

Secondly, Kievsky cites a number of statements to prove
that Norway looked to the West, and Sweden to the East.
that in one country mainly British, and in the other German,
finance capital was "at work", etc. F'rom this he draws the
triumphant conclusion: "This example [Norway] neatly fits
into our pattern."

There you have a sample of the logic of imperialist Econ-
omism! Our theses point out that finance capital can dom-
inate in "uny", "even independent couutry", and all the
arguments about self-determination being "unachievable"
from the point of view of frnance capital are therefore sheer
confusion. We are given data confirming our proposition
about the part foreign finance capital played in Norway be-
f ore and after her secession. And these data are supposed to
ret'ute our proposition! i

Dilating on finance capital in order to disregard
issues-is that the way to discuss politics?

No. Political issues do not disappear because of Econo-
mism's faulty logic. British linance capital was "at work" in
Norway before and after secession. Gerrnan finance capital
was "at lvork" in Poland prior to her secession from Russia
and will continue to "work" there no rnatter what political
status Poland enjoys. That is so elementary that it is embar-

rassing to have to repeat it. But what can one do if the ABC
is forgotten?

Does this dispense with the political question of Norway's
status? With her having been part of Sweden? With the at-
titude of the workers when the secession issue arose?

Kievsky evades these questions because they hit hard at
the Economists. But these questions were posed, and are
posed, by life itself. Life itself posed the question: Could a
Swedish worker who did not reco.gnrse Norway's right toDwcolsfl worKcr wno GtCr not recognlse l\orways ri.qht to
secession remain a member of the Social-Democratic Partv?
He could not.

ats wanted a war against Norway,
That fact does not disappear because
' to read about it in the history of
The Swedish worker could, while

remaining a Soci wegians to vote
against secession m on secession,
held on August 1 votes for seces-
sion and 184 against, with about 80 per cent of the electorate
taking part). But the Swedish worker who, like the Swe-
dish aristocracy and bourgeoisie, would deny the Norwegians
the right to decide this question themselves, without the
Swedes and irrespective of their will, would have been a
social-chauainist and a miscreant the Social Democralic
Party could not tolerale in its ranhs.

g'ramrne should be ap-

L:ff.i: #K,Ji'i",rYi
And what of the Norwegian worker? Was it his duty, frorn

the internationalist point of view, to vote f or secession? Cer-

the position of _the Norwe.qian and Swedish worker. But they
expose themselves w-hen the . eaade this most concrete oiexpose themselves w-hen the . eaade this most concrete
political ouestions. which we .souarel., urt fo thern Thewquestions, which we squarely put to them. They re-

recognlse
he Social

porrtlca_l questrons, \^/hlch we squarely put to them. 'l'hey re-
main silent, try to wriggle out and in that way surrender thei.



To prove that the "Norwegian" issue can arise in Rus-
sia, we deliberately advanced this proposition: in circum-
stances of a purely military and strategic nature a separate
Polish state is fully achievable even nou. Kievsky wants to
"discuss" that-and remains silent! !

Let us add this: Finland too, out of purely military and
strategic considerations, and given a certain outcome of the
present imperialist war (for instance, Sweden joining the
Germans and the latter's semi-victory), can become a sepa-
rate state without undermining the "achievability" of even a
single operation of finance capital, without making "unachiev-
able" the buying up of Finnish railway and industrial shares.'t

Written August-October 1916

First published in the magazinc
Ztezda Nos. I and 2, 1924
Signed: A. Lenin

Vol. 23, pp. 40-53

't Given one outcome of the present war, the formation of new
states in Europe (Polish, Finnish, etc.) is fully "achievable" without
in any way disturbing the conditions for the development of imperial-
ism and its power. On the contrary, this would increasc the influence,
contacts and pressure of finance capital. But given another outcorne,
the formation of new states of Hungary, Czechia, etc., is liheuise
"achievable". The British imperialists are already planning this second
outcome in anticipation of their victory. The imperialist era does not
destroy either the striving for national political independence or its
"achievability" zoithin the bounds of world imperialist relationships.
Outside these bounds, however, a republican Russia, or in general any
major democratic transformations anywhere else in the world are
"unachievable" without a series of revolutions and are unstable without
socialism. Kievsky has wholly and completely failed to understand the
relation of imperialism to democracy.

FTom IMPERIALISM AND THE SPLIT
IN SOCIALISM

Is there any connection between imperialism and the mon-
strous and disgusting victory opportunism (in the form of
social-chauvinism) has gained over the labour movement in
Europe?

This is the fundamental question of modern socialism. And
having in our Party literature fully established, first, the im-
perialist character of our era and of the present war, and,
second, the inseparable historical connection between social-
chauvinism and opportunism, as well as the intrinsic similar-
ity of their political ideology, we can and must proceed to
analyse this fundamental question.

We have to begin with as precise and full a definition
of imperialisrn as possible. Imperialism is a specific histori-
cal stage of capitalism. Its specific character is threefold:
imperialism is (1) monopoly capitalism; (2) parasitic, or de-
caying capitalism; (3) moribund capitalism. The supplanting
of free competition by monopoly is th
feature, the Erintessence of imperiali
itself in five principal forms: (l)
trusts-the concentration of production has reached a degree
which gives aI-
ists; (2) the ee,
four or five ife
of America, of
rau rmaterial by the tmsts and the financial oligarchy (finance
capital is monopoly industrial capital merged with bank cap-
ital); (a) the (economic) partition of the world by the in-
ternational cartels has begun. There are already over one
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hu,ndred such international cartels, which command the eru-
tire world market and divide it "amicably" amon.q them-
selves-until war redivides it. The export of capital, as dist-
inct frorn the export of commodities under non-monopoly
capitaiism, is a hi,qhly characteristic phenomenon and is clos-
ely linked with the economic and territorial-political partition
of the world; (5) the territorial partition of the world
(colonies) is cornpleted.

The fact that imperialisrn is parasitic or decaying capital-
ism is rnanifested first of all in the tendency to decay, which
is characteristic of eaery monopoly under the systern of
private ownership of the means of production. 'fhe differ-
ence between the dernocratic-republican and the reactionary-
monarchist imperialist bourgeoisie is obliterated precisely
because they are both rotting alive (which by no means pre-
cludes an extraordinarily rapid development of capitalism in
individual branches of industry, in individual countries, and
in individual periods). Secondly, the decay of capitalism is
nranifested in the creation of a huge stratum of rentiers, cap-
italists who live by "clipping coupons". In each of the four
leading imperialist countries-England, U.S.A., France and
Germany-capital in securities amounts to 100,000 or 150,000
million, francs, from which each country derives an annual
income of no less than five to eight thouiand million. Third-
Iy, export of capital is parasitism raised to a high pitch.
Fourthly, "finance capital strives for domination, not free-
dom". Political reaction all along the line is a characteristic
feature of imperialism. Corruption, bribery on a huge scale
and all kinds of fraud. Fifthly, the exploitation of oppressed
nations-which is inseparably connected with annexations-
and especially the exploitation of colonies by a handful of
"Great" Powers, increasingly transforms the "civilised" world
into a parasite on the body of hundreds of millions in the
uncivilised nations. The Roman proletarian lived at the ex-
pense of society. Modern society lives at the expense of the
rrodern proletarian. Marx specially stressed this profound
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observation of Sismondi. Imperialism somewhat changes the
situation. A privileged upper stratum of the proletariat in'
the imperialist countries lives partly at the expense of hun-
dreds of millions in the uncivilised nations.

It is clear why imperialism is rnoribund capitalism, capi-
talism in transition to socialism: rnonopoly, rvhich grows ou,
of capitalism, is ah'eacly dying capitalism, the beginning of
its transition to socialism. The tremendous socialisation of la-
bour by irnperialism (what its apologists-the bourgeois econ-
omists-call "interlocking") produces the sarne result.

Advancing this definition of imperialism brings us into
complete contradiction to K. Kautsky, who refuses to regard
imperialism as a "phase of capitalism" and defines it as a
policy "preferred" by finance capital, a tendency of "indus-
trial" countries to annex "agrarian" countries.'r- Kautsky's
definition is thoroughly false from the theoretical standpoint.
What distinguishes imperialism is the rule not of industrial
capifal, but of finance capital, the striving to annex not agrar-
ian countries, particularly, but eaery lzind of country. Kaut-
sky cliuorce.r imperialist poliiics from irnperialist economics,
he divorces monopoly in politics from monopoly in econorn-
ics in order to pave the way for his vulgar bourgeois re-
formism, such as "disarmament", "ultra-imperialism" and
similar nonsense. The whole purpose and significance of this
tlreoretical falsity is to obscure the most profoumd contra-
dictions of impelialism and thus ir.rstify the theory of "unity"
with the apologists of imperialism, the outright social-chau-
vinists and opportunists.

We have dealt at sufficient length with Kautsky's break
with Marxisrrl on this point in Satsial-Dcmohrat and Rom-
munist.32 Our Russian Kautskyites, the supporters of the Or-
ganising Committee (O.C.),'3 headed by Axelrod and Spec-
tator, including even Martov, and to a large degree Trotsky,
preferred to maintain a discreet silence on the question of
Kautskyism as a trend. They did not dare defend Kautsky's
war-time writings, confining themselves simply to praising

'l "Imperialism is a product of highly developed industrial capital-
ism. It consists in the striving of cvcry industrial capitalist nation to
subiugate and anncx ever larger agrarian territories, irrespective of
the nations that inhabit them" (Kautsky h Die Neue Zeit. September
il, r9l4).



Kautsky (Axelrod in his German pamphlet, which the Organ-
ising Committee has fromised to publish in Russian) or to
quoting Kautsky's private letters (Spectator), in which he
says he belongs to the opposition and jesuitically tries to nul-
lify his chauvinist declarations.

It should be noted that Kautsky's "conception" of impe-
rialism-which is tantamount to embellishing imperialism-
is a retrogression not only compared with Hilferdin.q's Finance
Capdtal (no matter how assiduously Hilferdin.g now de-
fends Kautsky and "unity" with the social-chauyinists!) but
also compared with the soci"al-liberal J. A. Hobson. This
Flnglish economist, who in no way claims to be a Marxist, de-
fines imperialism, and reveals its contradictions, much more
profoundly in a book published in 1902.'t This is what Hob-
son (in whose book may be found nearly all Kautsky's paci-
fist and "conciliatory" banalities) wrote on the highly impor-
tant question of the parasitic nature of imperialism:

Two sets of circumstances, in Hobson's opinion, weakenecl
the power of the nld empires: (1) "economic parasitism",
and (2) formation of armies from dependent peoples. "There
is first the habit of economic parasitism, by which the ruling
state has used its provinces, colonies, and dependencies in
order to enrich its ruling class and to bribe its lower classes
into acquiescence". Concerning the second circumstance,
Hobson writes:

"Onc of thc strangest symptoms of the blindness of imperialism
[this song about the "b]indness" of imperalists comes more appropri-
ately from the social-liberal Hobson than from the "Marxist" Kautskyl
is the recklcss indiffercnce with which Great Britain, France, and other
imperial nations are embarkin.q on this perilous dependence. Great
Britain has gone farthest. Most of the fighting by which we have won
our Indian llmpirc has becn done by natives; in India, as more recent-
ly in Egypt, great stanrling armies are placed under British command-
ers; almost all thc fighting associated with our African dominions,
except in thc southern part, has heen done for us by nativcs."

The prospect of partitioning China elicited from Hobson
the followir-rg economic appraisal :

" I.A.Hobson, Impcrialism, London, 1902
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Hobson, the social-liberal, fails to see that this "counter-
action" can be offered only by the revolutionary proletariat
and ctnly in the form of a social revolution. But then he is a

movement.
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Both in articles and in the resolutions of our Party, we
have repeatedly pointed to
the economic connection, bet
and the opportunism which h
labour movement. And from
that a split with the social-chauv
Kautskyiies preferred to evade the question! Mattov, for in-
stance,'uttered in his lectures a sophistry which in the Bwl-
Letin of the Organising Cornmittee, Secretariat Abroad3l' (No.
4, Aplil 10, I9f6) is expressed as [o1]ows:

". . .The cause Social-Democracy would bc in a

sad, in<leed hopele groups of workers who in mental
development appro t; the 'intelligentsia' arrd who. arc
the most highly' sk ed away from it towards opportun-
ism. . . ."

By means of the silly word "fatally" and a cert^in sleight-
of-lrand, tie fact is evad,ed that certoin groups of workers
haae already drifted at!)ay to opportunism and to the impe-
rialist bourfeoisie! And tirat is ihe- very fact-the sophists. of
the O.C. wint to euadet They confine themselves to the "of-
ficial optimism" the Kautskyite Hilferding and many others
now fliunt: ot,iective conditions guarantee the unity-gf-llt.
proletariat and the victory of the revolutionary trend! \Me,
iorsooth, are "optimists" with r d to the proletariatl

ites-Hiiferding, the O.C'
s oPtimists... with regard
t ole Point!

is the child of capitalism-of world cap-i-

t ty of European capitalism, or of irnpe{al-
ist capitalism. On a world scale, fifty years sooncr or htty
years iater-measured on a tntorld scale this is a minor point-
[he "proletariat" of course "will be" united, and revolution-
ary Social-Democracy will "inevj
it. But that is not the point, Mes
is that at the present time,
Europe, yolt, are fatuning on
to the proletariat as a class,
of the bourgeoisie and the vehicles of its influence,, and unless
the labour'movement rids rtself. of them, it wiil remain a
bourgeois labour moaement. By advq:atin-g "unity" with the
oppo"rtunists, with the Legiens and Davids, the Plekhanovs,
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feast of England's monopoly of the world market and the
colonies."36

On December 7, 1839, Engels wrote to Sorge: "The most
repulsive thing here [in England] is the bourgeois 'respect-
ability', which has .grown deep into the bones of the work-
ers. . . . Even Tom Mann, whom I regard as the best of the

ly, remain lone on the field. ..." September 14, 1891: at the
Newcastle Trade Union Congress the old unionists, oppo-

workers, "had this immense advantage, that their minds were
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virgin soil, entirely free from the inherited 'respectable'
bourgeois prejudices which hampered the brains of the bet-
ter situated 'old unionists' ". . . "The so-called workers' rep-
resentatives" in England are people "who are forgiven their
being members of the working class because they themselves
would like to drown their quality of being rvorkers in
lhe ocean of their Iiberalism"se. . . .

We have deliberately quoted the direct statements of Marx
and Engels at rather great length in order that the reader
may study y should be studied, they
are worth For they are the piuot of
the tactics that are dictated by the
objective c t era.

Here, too, Kautsky has tried to 'befog the issue" and sub-
stitute for Marxism sentimental conciliation with the oppor-
tunists. Arguing against the avowed and naiye social-im-
perialis ) who justif
pation ans of destr
nopoly, this obvious
equally Instead of a
emp_loys a suav,e falsehood! 'Ihe industrial monopoly of Eng-
land, he says, has long ago been broken, has long ago been
destroyed, and there is nothing left to destroy.

Why is this argument false?

redivision of colonies the nea imperialist countries cannot
obtain the privileges enjoyed by the older (and ueaher)
imperialist powers.

Secondly. why does n the
(temporary) victory of ecause
monopoly yields superpr s over
and above the capitalist p omary



all over the world. The capitalists caru devote a part (and
not a small one, at that!) of these superprofits to bribe their
ou.tn workers, to create something like an alliance (rccall
the celebrated "alliances" described by the Webbs of English
trade unions and employers) between the workers of the
given nation and their capitalists against the other countries.
England's industrial monopoly was already destroyed bylhe
end of the nineteenth century. That is beyond dispute. But
hou.t did this destruction take place? Did all monopoly
disappear?

If ihat were so, Kautsky's "theory" of conciliation (with
the opportunists) would to a certain extent be justified. But
it is not so, and that is iust the point. Imperialism fs monop-
oly capitalism. Every cartel, _trust, syndicate, every, giant
bdnk ii a monopoly. Superprofits have not disappeared; they
still remain. The exploitation of all other countries by one
privileged, financially wealtby country remains and has
become more intense. A handful of wealthy countries-there
are only four of them, if we mean independent, really gigan-
tic, "modern" wealth: England, l'tance, the United States
and Germany-have developed monopoly to vast propor-

the narrow craft unions, office ernployees. etc', etc', is a

secondary question.
Between 1848 and 1868, and to a cerfain extent even

later, only England enjoyed a monopoly: that is yhy
opportunism could prevail there for decades' Jfo other
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countries possessed either very rich colonies or an industrial
monopoly.

The iast third of the nineteenth century saw the transitiorr
to the new, imperialist era. Finance capitil not ol one, but of
several, though very few, Great Powers enjoys a monopoly.
(In Japan and R.ussia the monopoly of military power, vast
territories, or special facilities for robbing minority nation-
alities, China, etc., partly supplernents, partly takes the
place of, the monopoly of modern, up-to-date finance capi-
tal.) This difference explains why England's monopoly posi-
tion could remain zmchallenged for decades. The monopoly
of modern finance capital is being frantically challenged;
the era of imperialist wars has bcgun. It was possitrle in those
clays to bribe and corrupt the working class of one cowtry
for decades. This is now improbable, if not impossible. But
on the other hand, every imperialist "Great" Power can and
does bribe smaller strata (than in England in 1E48-68) of the
"labour aristocracy". Formerly a "bourgeois labour .party",
to use Engels's remarkably profound expression, could arise
only in one country, because it alone enjoyed a rnonopoly,
but, on the other hand, it could exist for a long time. Now a
"bourgeois labour party" is inevitable and typical in all irr,-
perialist countries; but in view of the desperate struggle they
are waging for the division of spoils, it is improbable that
such a party can prevail for long in a number of countries.
For the trusts, the financial oligarchy, high prices, etc., while
eruablirug the bribery of a handful in the top layers, are
increasingly oppressing, crushing, ruining and torturing the
ntass of the proletariat and the semi-proletariat.

On the one hand, there is the tendency of the bourgeoisie
and the opportunists to convert a handful of very rich and
privileged nations into "eternal" parasites on the body of the
rest of mankind, to "rest on the laurels" of the e:<ploitation
of Negroes, Indians, etc., keeping them in subjection with
the aid of the excellent weapons of extermination provided
by modern militarism. On the other hand, there is the tend-
ency of the masses, who are more oppressed than before and
who bear the whole brunt of imperialist wars, to cast off this
yoke and to overthrow the bourgeoisie. It is in the struggle
between these two tendencies that the history of the labour
rnovement will now inevitably develop. For the first tend-
ency is not accidental; it is "substantiated" economically. In



all countr'ies the bourgeoisie has already begotten, fostere.d
and secured for itself "bourgeois labour parties" of social-
chauvinists. The difference between a definitely formed party,
like Bissolati's in Italy, fully social-
imperialist, and, say, party of the
Potresovs, Gvozdyovs, kobelevs and
Co., is an immaterial di thing is that,
economically, the desertion of a stratum of the labour aristo-
cracy to the bourgeoisie has matured and become an accom-
plished fact; and this economic fact, this shift in class rela-
tions, will find political form, in one shape or another, without
any particular "difficulty".

On the economic basis referred to above, the political
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for docile workers in the shape of social reforms (insurance,
etc.), Lloyd George serves the bourgeoisie splendidly,{- and
serves it precisely a?nong the workers, brings its influence
precisely to the proletariat, to where the bourgeoisie needs
it most and where it finds it most difficult to subject the
masses morally.

Written in October 1916

Published in Sbornik
Sotsial-DemohraLa No. 2,
December l9l6
Signed: N. Lenin

Vol.23, pp. 105-18

'i I recently read an article in an En.qlish magazine by a Tory, a
itical epporr.rt of Lloyd George, entitled "Lloyd George from'thepolitical opponent of Lloyd George,

Standpoint of a Tory". The war <opened the eyes of this opponent
and made him realise what an excellent servant of the bourgeoisie
this Lloyd George is! The Tories have made peace with him!



From WAR AND REVOLUTION40

War is a continuation of policy by other means. AIl wars
are inseparable fro at engender them.
The policy which class within that
state,-puriued for war is inevitably
continued by that war, the form of
action alone being changed.

War is a continuation of policy by other means. When the
French revolutionary townspeople and revolutionary peasants
overthrew the monarchy at the close of the eighteenth century
by revolutionary means and established a democratic republic

-when they made short work of their monarch, and short
work of their landowners, too, in a revolutionary fashion-

their famous coalition, lined up against revolutionary France
in a count t as within the countrY
the revolu had then, for the first
time, displ on a scale it had never
shown for t the close of the eight-
eenth century it revealed a similar gigantic revolutionary
creativeness when it remodelled its whole system of strategy,
broke with all the old rules and traditions of warfare, replaced
the old troops with a new revolutionary people's ?rrnft
and created new methods of warfare. This example, to my
mind, is noteworthy in that it clearly demonstrates to us things
which the bourgeois journalists are now always forgetting
when they pander to the philistine prejudices and ignorance
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of the backward masses who do not understand this intimate
economic and historical connection between everv kind of
war and thewar and the preceding policy of every country, every class
that ruled before the war and achieved its ends by so-calledy so-called
"peaceful" means. So-called, because the bluts force required
to ensure "peaceful" rule in the colonies, for example, can
hardly be called peaceful.

Peace reigned in Europe, but this was because domination
over hundreds of millions of people in the colonies by the
European nations was sustained only through constant, in-
cessant, interminable wars, which we Europeans do not regard
as wars at all, since all too often they resembled, not wars,
but brutal massacres, the wholesale slaughter of unarmed
peoples. The thing is that if we want to know what the
present war is about we must first of all make a general
survey of the policies of the European powers as a whole.'We must not take this or that example, this or that particular
case, which can easily be wrenched out of the context of
social phenomena and which is worthless, because an oppo-
site example can just as easily be cited. We must take the
whole policy of the entire system of European states in their
economic and political interrelations if we are to under-
st-and how the present war steadily and inevitably grew out
of this system.

1792. No device for hoodwinking the French masses, the
French workers and the workers-of all countries is 'more



against a united monarchist Europe with the sole and single
aim of carrying on its revolutionary strugglc.

The war in France was a continuation of the policy of
the revolutionary class which had carried out the revolution,
won the republic, settled accounts with the French capitalists
and landowners with unprecedented vigour, and was waging
a reyolutionary war against a united monarchist Europe in
continuation of that policy.

What we have at present is primarily two leagues, twoWhat we haYe at Plesent ls pflmarlly two leagues, two
groups of capitalist powers. We have before us all the
world's greatest capitalist powers-Britain, France, America,world's greatest capitalist powers-Britain, France, America,

is what Britain's and Germany's policies really amount to.
I stress this fact. This fact can never be emphasised strongly
enough, because if we forget this we shall never understand
what this war is about, and we shall then be easy game for
any bourgeois publicist who tries to foist lying phr-ases on us.

The real policies of the two groups of capitalist giants-
Britain and Germany, who, with their respective allies, have

be unable to understand anything whatever about the present
war. We should be putting ourselves in the power of Milyu-
kov, that deceiver, who is stirring up chauvinism and hatred
of one nation for another by methods which are applied
everywhere without exception, methods which Clausewitz
wrote about eighty years ago when he ridiculed the very
view some people are holding today, namely, that the nations
lived in peace and then they started fighting. As if this were
true! I{ow can a war be accounted for without consideling
its bearing on the preceding policy of the given state, of the
given system of states, the given classes? I repeat: this is a
basic point which is constantly overlooked. Failure to under-
stand it makes nine-tenths of all war discussions mere
wrangling, so much verbiage. We say: If you have not studied
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the policies of both olrer a period of
decades-so as to avo and the quoting of
random examples-if what bearing this
war has on precedin don't understand
what this war is all about.

These policies show us just one thing-continuous economic
rivalry between the world's list
economies. On the one han try
which owns the greater part ich
ranks first in wealth, which so

formed a group of giant banks possessed of fabulous wealth.
Havlng begotten this tiny group of banks, it has caught the
whole world in the net of its billions. This is the sum and
substance of Britain's economic policy and of the economic
policy of France, of which even French writers, some of

rapacious, even more predatory one, a group who came to
the capitalist bangueting table when all the seats were



the colossal power of the state into a single mechanism and
bringing teni of millions of people within the single organi-
sation of state capitalism. Here is economic history, -here is
diplomatic history, c_overin-g several decades, fro-m which no

on-e can get away. It is the one and only guide-post to- a
proper solution oi the problem of war; iJ leads you to the
ion-clusion that the preient war, too, is the outcome of the
policies of the classe-s who have come to grips in it, of the
i*o r.tpt.-e giants, who, long before the-war, had caught
the wh-ole wor]d, all countries,-in the net of financial ex-ploi-
tation and economically divided the globe up among them--
selves. They were bound to clash, bicause a redivision of
this supremacy, from the point of view of capitalism, had
become inevitable.

The old division was based on the fact lhat Britain, in
the course of several centuries, had ruined her former com-
petitors. A former competitor was Hol-land, which had
'dominated the whole wo.id. Another was France, which had
fought for supremacy for nearly a hundred years. After a
seri"es of protiacted wars Britait *ut able, by virt-u-e- of her
economic- power, her merchant capital, to establish- her
unchallenged sway over the world. In 187I a new predator
appeared. a new capitalist power arose, which developed at
,h'irr.ornpurably faster pace than Britain. That is a basic
fact. You^will not find a-book on economic history that does

not acknowledge this indisputable fact-the fact of Germl-
ny's faster devilopment. This rapid development of capital-
ism in Germany-was the development 9f-a young strong
predator, who appeared in the concert of Eur-op-ean powers
ind said: "You ruined Holland, you defeated France, yo-u

have helped yourself to half the world-1ow b-9 good enough
to let ,ri hurr" our fair share." What does "a fair share"
mean? How is it to be determined in the capitalist world, in
the world of banks? There power is determined by the n-um-
ber of banks, there power iidetermined in the way described
by a mouthpiece oi the American multimillionaires, yhiqh
dlclared wilh typically American frankness and typically
American cyniciimt "The war in Europe is being yaged for
world domination. To dominate the world two things are
needed: dollars and banks. We have the dollars, we shall
make the banks and we shall dominate the world." This
statement was made by a leading newspaper of the American

multimillionaires. I must say, there is a thousand times more
truth in this cynical statement of a blustering American
multimillionaire than in thousands of articles by bourgeois
liars who try to make out that this war is being waged for
national interests, on national issues, and utter similar glar-
ingly patent lies which dismiss history completely and
take an isolated example like the case of the German beast
of prey who attacked Belgium. The case is undoubtedly a real
one. This group of predators did attack Belgium with brutal
ferocity, but it did the same thing the other group did yes-
terday by other means and is doing today to other nations.

When we argue about annexations-and this bears on the
question I have been trying briefly to explain to you as the
history of the economic and diplomatic relations which led
up to ths present war-when we argue about annexations we
always forget that these, generally, are what the war is
being waged for; it is for the carve-up of conguered terri-
tories, or, to put it more popularly, for the division of the
plundered spoils by the two robber gangs. When we argue
about annexations we constantly meet with methods which,
scientifically speaking, do not stand up to criticism, and
which, as methods of public journalism, are deliberate hum-
bug. Ask a Russian chauvinist or social-chauvinist what
annexation by Germany means, and he will give you an ex-
cellent explanation, because he understands that perfectly
well. But he will never answer a request for a general
definition of annexation that will fit them all-Germany,
Britain, and Russia. He will never do that! And when Recha2
(to pass from theory to practice) sneered at Prauda,43 saying,
"These Pravdists consider Kurlandaa a case of annexation!
How can you talk to such people!" and we answered: "Please
give us such a definition of annexation as would apply to
the Germans, the English, and the Russians, and we add
that either you evade this issue or we shall expose you on
the spot"{-- Rech kept silent. We maintain that no news-
paper, either of the chauvinists in general, who simply say
that the fatherland must be defended, or of the social-chau-
vinists, has ever given a definition of annexation that would
fit both Germany and Russia, that would be applicable to any
side. It cannot do this for the sirnple reason that this war is

" See V. I. Lenin, Collected Uorhs, Yol. 24, pp. 35-36.-Ed.
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the continuation annexati
of conquest, of c ry on ths
involved in the ly, the q
these two robber to draw

MASSCS.

The present war is a continuation of the policy of con-
quest, oT the shooting down of ra'hole nationalities, of-u1!e--
fievable atrocities committed by the Germans and the British
in Africa, and by the British and the Russians in Pelsia-
which of them committed most it is difficult to say. It was
for this reason that the German capitalists looked upon them

standing of what the war is about. That is why the story
that is current about the cause of the war is sheer duplicity

would be to close down all newspapers, burn all books and

ban all mention of annexations in the press. In this way such
a view of annexations could be justified. They can't tell the
truth about annexations because the whole history of Russia,
Britain, and Germany has been one of continuous, ruthless
and sanguinary war over annexations. Ruthless wars were
waged in Persia and Africa by the Liberals, who flogged polit-
ical offenders in India for daring to put forward demands
which were being fought for here in Russia. The French
colonial troops oppressed peoples too. There you have the
pre-history, the real history of unprecendented plunder! Such
is the policy of these classes, of which the present war is a
continuation. That is why, on the question of annexations,
they cannot give the reply that we giye, when we say that any
nation joined to another one, not by the voluntary choice of
its majority but by a decision of a king or government, is an
annexed nation. To renounce annexation is to give each nati-
on the right to form a separate state or to live in union with
whomsoever it chooses. An answer like that is perfectly clear
to every worker who is at all class-conscious.

In every resolution, of which dozens are passed, and pub-
lished even in such a paper as Zemlya i Oolya,as you will
find the answer, poorly expressed: We don't want a war for
supremacy over other nations, we are fighting for our free-
dom. That is what all the workers and peasants say, that is
how they express the view of the workingman, his under-
standing of the war. They imply by this that if the war were
in the interests of the working people against the exploiters
they would be for such a war. So would we, and there is not
a revolutionary party that could be against it. Where they
go wrong, these movers of numerous resolutions, is when they
believe that the war is being waged by them. We soldiers,
we workers, we peasants are fighting for our freedom. I shall
never forget the question one of them asked me after a meet-
ing. "Why do you speak against the capitalists all the time?"
he said. "I'm not a capitalist, am I? We're workers, we're
defending our freedom." You're wrong, y.oll are fighting be-
cause you are obeying your capitalist government; it's the
governments, not the peoples, who are carrying on this war.
I am not surprised at a worker or peasant, who doesn't know
his politics, who has not had the good or bad fortune of be-
ing initiated into the secrets of diplomacy or the picture of
this finance plunder (this oppression of Persia by Russia and
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Britain, say)-I am not surprised at him forgetting this his-
tory and saying naively: Who cares about the capitalists,
when it's me who's fighting! He doesn't understand the con-
nection between the war 'and the government, he doesn't
understand that the war is being waged by the government,
and that he is just a tool in the hands of that government.
He can call himself a revolutionary people and write elo-
quent resolutions-to Russians this means a lot, because this
has come into their lives only recently. There has recently
appeared a "revolutionaty" declaration by the Provisional
Goyernment.ac This doesn't mean anything. Other nations,
more experienced than we are in the capitalist art of hood-
winking the masses by penning "r'evolutionary" manifestos,
have long since broken all the world's records in this respect.
If you take the parliamentary history of the French Republic
since it became a republic supporting tsarism, you will find
dozens of examples during the-decades of this history when
manifestos full of the most eloquent phrases served to mask
a policy of the most outrageous colonial and financial plun-
der. The whole history of the Third Republic"T in France is
a history of this plunder. Such are the origins of the present
war. It is not due to malice on the part of capitalists or the
mistaken policy of some monarch. To think so would be in-
correct. No, this war is an inevitable outgrowth of super-
capitalism, especially banking capital, which resulted in some
four banks in Berlin and five or six in London dominating
the whole world, appropriating the world's funds, reinforc-
ing their financial policv by armed force, and finally clashing
in a savage armed conflict because they had come to the end
of their free tether in the matter of conquests. One or the
other side had to relinquish its colonies. Such questions are
not settled voluntarily in this world of capitalists. This issue
could only be settled by war. That is why it is absurd to blame
one or another crowned brigand. They are all the same,
these crowned brigands. That is why it is equally absurd to
blame the capitalists of one or another country. All they are
to blame for is for having introduced such a system. But this
has been done in full keeping with the law, which is safe-
guarded by all the forces of a civilised state. "I am fully
within my rights, I am a buyer of shares. All the law courts,
all the police, the whole standing army and all the navies in
the world are safeguarding my sacred right to these shares."

Who's to blame for banks being set up which handle hun-
dreds of millions of rubles, for these banks casting their nets
of plunder over the whole world, and for their being locked
in mortal combat? Find the culprit if you can! The blame lies
with half a century of capitalist development, and the only
way out of this is by the overthrow of the rule of the capital-
ists and by a workers' revolution. That is the answer our
Party has arrived at from an analysis of the war, and that
is why we say: The very simple question of annexations has
been so muddled up and the spokesmen of the bourgeois par-
ties have uttered so many lies that they are able to make out
that Kurland is not annexation by Russia. They have shared
Kurland and Poland between them, those three crowned
brigands.as They have been doing this for a hundred years,
carving up the living flesh. And the Russian brigand snatched
most because he was then the strongest. And now that
the young beast of prey, Germany, who was then a party
to the carve-up, has .qrown into a strong capitalist power, she
demands a redivision. You want things to stay as they were?
she says. You think you are stronger? Let's try conclusions!

That is what the war boils down to. Of course, the chal-
lenge "let's try conclusions" is merely an expression of the
decade-lon.q policy of plunder, the policy of the big banks.

First published on April 23,1929
in Praada No. 93

Vol. 24, pp. 400-09
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From A TURN IN WORLD POLITICS

History does not stand still even in times of counter-revo-
lution. History has been advancing even during the imperi-
alist slarrghter of 1914-16, which is a continuation of the im-
perialist policies of preceding decades. World capitalism,
which in the sixties and seventies of the last century was an
advanced and progressive force of free competition, and
which at the beginning of the twentieth century grew into
ruonopoly capitalism, i.e., imperialism, took a big step for-
u,ard, during the war, not only towards greater concentration
of finance capital, but also towards transformation into state
capitalisnt.. The force of national cohesion, the significance
of national sympathies, were revealed in this war, for exam-
ple, by the conduct of the Irish in one imperialist coalition,
and of the Czechs in the other. The intelligent leaders of im-
perialism say to themselves: Of course, we cannot achieve our
aims without throttling the small nations; but there are two
ways of doing that. Sometimes the more reliable and profita-
ble way is to obtain the services of sincere and conscien-
tious advocates of "fatherland defence" in an imperialist war
by creating politically independent states; "we", of course,
will see to it that they are financially dependentl It is more
profitable (when imperialist powers are engaged in a major
war') to be an ally of an independent Bulgaria than the master
of a dependent Ireland! To complete what has been left un-
done in the realm of national reforms may sometimes inter-
nally strengthen an imperialist coalition-this is properly
taken into account by, for instance, one of the most servile
lackeys of German imperialism, Karl Renner, who, of course,
is a staunch supporter of "unity" in the Social-Democratic
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parties in general, and of unity with Scheidemann and Kaut-
sky in particular.

The objective course of events is having its effect, and just
as the executioners of the 1848 and 1905 revolutions were,
in a certain sense, their executors, so the stage managers of
the imperialist slaughter are corupelled to carry out iertain
state-capitalist, certain national reforms. Moreover, it is nec-
essary, by throwing out a few sops, to pacify the masses,
angered by the war and the hi.gh cost of living: why not
pronise (and partly carry out, for it does not commit one to
anything!) "reduction of armaments"? After all, war is a
"branch of industry" similar to forestry: it takes decades for
trees of proper size-that is to say, for a sufficiently abundant
supply of adult "cannon fodder"-to grow up.

Sotsial-Demohral No. 58,
.fanuary 31, l9l7

Yol. 23, pp. 267-68



FTom MATERIALS RELATING
TO THE R,EVISION

OF THE PAR,TY PROGRAMME

coMMENrs oN rHE 
SfTflfTr#Hr:"BY 

rHE coMMrrrEE

(APRIL) ALL-RUSSIA CONFEBENCE
oF THE R.S.D.L.P.(8.)

Imperialism is moribund capitalism, capitalism which is
dying but not dead. The essential feature of imperialism, by
and large, is not monopolies pure and simple, but monopolies
in conjunction with exchange, markets, competition, crises.

It is therefore theoretically wrong to delete an analysis
of exchange, commodity production, crises, etc., in general
and to "replace" it by an analysis of imperialism os a zefiole.
There is no such whole. There is a transition |rom competi-
tion to monopoly, and therelore the programme would be
much more correct, and much rnore true to leality, if it re-
tained the general analysis of exchange, commodity produc-
tion, crises, etc., and had a charactelisation of the grouing
monopolies added to it. In fact it is this combination of antag-
onistic principles, viz., competition and monopoly, that is
the essence of imperialism, it is this that is making for the
final crash, i.e., the socialisl" rer olution.

From REVISION OF THE PARTY PROGRAMMEI9

V

We must draw our conclusions on the chief question which
should, according to the unanimous decision of all Bolsheviks,
be primarily dealt with and assessed in the new programme

- the question of imperialisrn. Comrade Sokolnikov main-
tains that suc]r treatment and assessment could be more ex-
pediently given piecemeal, so to speak, dividing up the var-
ious characteristics of imperialism among various sections
of the programme. I think it would be more to the purpose

perialism must be dealt with. What we must find out is
wlrether there are differences of opinion as to ltout imperial-
ism should be treated and assessed.

From this point of view let us examine the two drafts of

Written April-May 1917

Published early in .June l9l7
in the pamphlet Materials Relating
to the Reuision ol the Party
Programme, Priboi Publishers,
Petrograd

Yol.24, pp. 464-65

l

'l- See V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Yol. 22, p. 2BG.-Ed.
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so that on the question of imperialism there is apparently
complete agreement in principle within our Party-as was
to be expected, for the practical propaganda of our Party on
this question, both oral and printed, has long since, from the
very beginning of the revolution, shown the complete una-
nimity of all the Bolsheviks on this fundamental question.

What remains to be examined is the differences in the
way the definition and characterisation of irnperialism are
formulated,. Both drafts point specifically to the time when
capitalism may be properly regarded as having becomc
transformed into imperialism. The necessity for such a state-
ment in the interests of precision and correct historical eval-
uation of economic development would hardly be denied.
Comrade Sokolnikov says: "during the last quarter of a cen-
tary"; I say: "about the beginning of the twentieth century".
In the above-mentioned pamphlet on imperialism (on pp.
l0 and 1I, for instance'r-) I cited the testimony of an econ-
omist who has made a special study of cartels and syndi-
cates. According to him, the turn towards the complclc
victory of the cartels in Europe came with the crisis of 1900-
03. That is why, it seems, it would be more accurate to say:
"about the beginning of the twentieth century", than "during
the last quarter of a century". It would be more correct for
still another reason. The above-mentioned specialist and all
other European economists generally work with data sup-
plied by Germany, and Germany is far alread of other
countries in the formation of cartels.

Furthermore, speaking of monopolies my draft says:
"Monopolist associations of capitalists have assumed decisive
importance". Comrade Sokolnikov calls attention to monop-
oly associations seueral times. Only once is he fairly definite:

or ';::,:I 

"lt'T.'fl:Lil
of syndicates which havc
for er the direction of a
handful of magnates of finance capital."

Here, it appears, there is too much "propaganda". "To
win popularity" something that has no place there is inject-
ed into the programme. In newspaper articles, in speeches,

Works, Yol. 22, pp. 200-02.-lid.
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capital in general.

in popular pamphlets, "propaganda" is indispensable; the
programme 

^of; 
a party, however, must be distinguished by the

precision,of its econornics; it must contain nothing super-
fluous. The statement that capitalist monopoly ass6ciat-ions

ance" seems to me more exact;
esides much superfluous mat-
from Comrade Sokolnikov's

uestionable from the theoreti-

t ar i s t lines,,. r s i t only 3["r'"?,:5Tf ::r,rullm:;.f rU'+nl ;is too weak. Even pioduction noi "o organisedlpetty
craftsmen, peasants, small cotton-gr-owers in the coloniei,
etc., etc.-has b on banks and finance capi-
tal in _general. of "world capitalism"-in
g'eneral (and th apitalism we can'discuss here
if we are not to kes),bur statement that monopol-ist ass,ociations acquire "decisive importance" does not
mean that any other producers are excluded from subordina-
tion to this rule. To limit the influence of monopolist associa-
tions to "production organised on capitalist liires" is incor-
rect.

To proceed. In his draft, Comrade Sokolnikov twice re-
peats th-e same thing about the role played by banks: once
in the above-quoted passage section
dealing with crises and wars, capital
3s- 

"1 product of a merger of apilal".
$f draft says that "enormou iapital
has fused with industrial capit he'pro-
gramme is sufficient.

at is true

-- ---f --r----'-: ^- -" uv 4vlelru 4D lvtrLLU Lrlu
statement on superprofits and new countries.iince capital has
also been exoorted from Germanw tn Tf2l\r-'r;;ffi;=;

ell,._and not for superproE
to the new countries ls notalone.

true with



The fourth feature is what Hilferding has called "the
struggle for economic territory". This term is not exact, for
it does not indicate what mostly distinguishes modern impe-
rialism from the older f.orms of struggle for economic terri-
tory. Ancient Rome fought for such territories; the European
kingdoms in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries fought
for such territories and acquired colonies; so did old Russia
by her conquest of Siberia, etc., etc. The distinguishing feature
of modern imperialism is (as pointed out in my draft) that
"the whole world has been divided up territorially among the
richer countries", i.e., the partition of the earth amon.q various
states has been completed. This curcumstance makes the confl-
icts for a re-partitioning of the globe all the sharper, and is
the cause of the particularly sharp collisions which lead to
war.

All this is expressed in Comrade Sokolnikov's draft with
great verbosity and is hardly accurate theoretically. But
before I quote his statement of the case which also includes
the economic partitioning of the globe, I will first touch upon
that fifth and last feature of imperialism. Here is how this is
expressed in my draft:

"The economic partitioning of the world among interna-
tional trusts has begun." The data of political economy and
statistics do not wairant any more elaborate statement. This
partitioning of the world is a very important process, but it
has just begun. This pafiitioning, or rather re-partitioning
of the world, is bound to cause imperialist wars since the
territorial partition is complete, i.e., there are no more "free"
lands that can be grabbed without war against a rival nation.

Let us see now how Comrade Sokolnikov formulates this
part of the programme:

"But the realm of capitalist relations becomes ever wider; they
are carried across frontiers, into new lands. These lands serve the
capitalists as markets for commodities, as sources of raw materials, as
fields for the utilisation of capital exported in search of superprofits.
The vast accumulation of surplus value at the disposal of finance capital
(a product of a merger of banking and industrial capital) is dumped
on to the world market. The rivalry of powerful nationally and at
times internationally organised associations of capitalists for command of
the market, for the possession or control of territories of weaker countries,
i.e., for the exclusive right to oppress them mercilessly, inevitably leads
to attempts at partitioning the whole world among the richest capitaiist
countries, to imperialist wars, which engender universal suffering; ruin,
and degeneration."
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VI
Having thus concluded our analysis of Comrade Sokolni-

kov's draft, we must note one very valuable addition which
he proposes and which in my opinion should be adopted and
even developed. To the paragraph which deals with techni-
cal progress and the greater employment of female and child
labour, he proposes to add the phrase "as well as the labour
of unskilled foreign workers imported from backward coun-
tries". This addition is valuable and necessary. The exploi-
tation of zoorse paid labow from backward countries is par-
ticularly characteristic of imperialism. On this exploitation
rests, to a certain degree, the parasitism of. r'ich imperialist
countries which bribe a part of their workers with higher
wages while shamelessly and unrestrainedly exploiting the
labour of "cheap" foreign workers. The words "worse paid"
should be added and also the words "and frequently deprived
of rights"; for the exploiters in "civilised" countries al-
ways take advantage of the fact that the imported foreign
workers have no rights. This is often to be seen in Germany
in respect of workers imported from Russia; in Switzerland,
of Italians; in France, of Spaniards and Italians, etc.

It would be expedient, perhaps, to emphasise more strongly
and to express more vividly in our programme the promin-
ence of the handful of the richest imperialist countries which
prosper parasitically by robbing colonies and weaker nations.
This is an extremely important feature of imperialism. To
a certain extent it facilitaies the rise of powerfil revolution-
ary movements in countries that are subjected to impe-
rialist plunder, and are in danger of being crushed and par-
titioned by the giant imperialists (such as Russia), and on
the other hand, tends to a certain extent to prevent the rise
of profound revolutionary movements in the countries that
plunder, by imperialist methods, many colonies and foreign
lands, and thus make a very large (comparatively) portion
of their population participants in the division of the impe-
rialist loot.

I would therefore suggest that the point on this exploita-
tion of a number of weak countries by the richest should be
inserted in that section of my draft where social-chauvinism
is described (page 22 of the pamphlet).'t The relevant passage

'r See V. L Lenin, Collecterl Uorhs, Vol. 24, p. 470.-Ed.
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in the draft would then assume the following form (the addi-
tions ale in italics):

"Such a perversion is, on the one hand, the social-chau-
vinist trend, socialism in word and chauvinism in deed, the
use of the 'defence of the fatherland' slogan to hide the pred-
atory interests 'their own' national bour.geoisie pursues in an
imperialist uar and to maintain the priaileged position of
citizens of rich nations zuhich mahe enormous profits by pil-
laging colonies and zaeah nations. Another such perversion,
on the other hand, is the equally wide and international
moyement of the 'Centre', etc."

It is necessary to add the words "in an imperialist war"
for greater accuracy. "Defence of the fatherland" is nothing
but a slogan to iustify the war, the recognition of it as legit-
imate and just. There are different kinds of wars. There
may also be revolutionary wars. We must therefore say pre-
cisely what we mean: imperialist war. This is of course im-
plied, but to avoid misinterpretation, it must not be implied,
but stated directly and clearly.

Written October 6-8 (19-21), l9l7
Published in October 1917
in the journal Prosueshcheniye No. l-2
Signed: N. Lenin

Vol. 26, pp. 165-69



LETTER TO AMERICAN WON,KERS

About 150 years_have passed since then. Bourgeois civili-
sation has borne all its luxurious fruits. Americi has taken
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themselves playing the role of hired thugs who, for the ber-
efit of wealthy scoundrels, throttled the Philippines in 1898
on the pretext of "liberating" them, and are throttling the
Russian Socialist Republic in 1918 on the pretext of "pro-
tecting" it from the Germans.

The four years of the imperialist slaughter of nations,
the peo-

;tl: :l*
have re-

vealed the general law of capitalism as applied to war be-
tween robbers for the division of spoils: the richest and strong-
est profited and grabbed most, while the weakest were ut-
terly robbed, tormented, crushed and strangled.

The British imperialist robbers were the strongest in num-
ber of "colonial slaves". The British capitalists have not lost
an inch of "their" territory (i.e., territory they have .grabbed
over the centuries), but they have grabbed all the German
colonies in Africa, they have grabbed Mesopotamia and
Palestine, they have throttled Greece, and have begun to
plunder Russia.

eration" on both sides! How well the robbers of both groups,
the Anglo-French and the German capitalists, together with
their lackeys, the social-chauvinists, i.e., the socialists who



went over to the side of "their oan" bourgeoisie, have ,,de-
fended their country"!-- -"-' J

The American multimillionaires were, perhaps, richest of
all. and seosraohica.llv fhe rnnsf qecrrre-'i-},o., i.o-,^ -"^f,+.Jall, and geographically tL9 most secure. They have profited
more than all the rest- Thew harre rnn-r.rt.i ^17 oio- +L-re than all the rest. They have conyerted all, eien the

betrayed the intere.sts of all nations; it was they who pro-
longed the imperialist slaughter!
_ It was lhey who, banking on the possibility of dragging
Russia back into the imperialist war, refused to take p;rt in
the peace negotiations and thereby gave a free hand-to the
no less predatory German capitalists who imposed the an-
nexationist and harsh Brest Peaces3 upon Russia!

It is difficult to imagine anything more disgusting than the
hypocrisy with which the Anglo-French and Amerilan bour-
Sgoisie are now "blaming" us lor the Brest Peace Treaty.
The very capitalists of those countries which could have
turned the Brest negotiations into general negotiations for

ex-tsar and the Anglo-French capitalists.
The workers of the whole woild, no matter in what coun-

world to see.

imperialist gang hates

3'1,':n:o*5,'J;;:11:

watchdogs of imperialism express f"Ih:hlt'"Th.$?';
and the sympathy of the class-conscious workers of the
world, convince us more than ever of the justice of our
cause.

A real socialist would not fail to understand that for the
sake of achieving victor;, over the bourgeoisie, for the sake
of p-o_wer passing to the workers, for the-sake of starting the
world proletarian revolution, we cannot and must not"hesi-
tate to make the heaviest sacrifices, including the sacrifice of

richest, countries into their tributaries. They have grabbed
hundreds of billions of dollars. And every iollar is" sullied
with filth: the filth of the secret treaties beiween Britain and

While the German robbers broke all records in war atroc-

Ij 
-d.oeq not -require maly words to refute this despicable

and hideous lie; 1t is suffiiient to point to one well-known
fact. In October 1917, after the Russian workers had over-
thrown their imperialist government, the Soviet government,
the government of the revolutionary workers and peasants,
openly proposed a just peace, a peace without annexations
or indemnities, a peace that fully guaranteed equal rights to
all nations-and it proposed such a peace to oilt thr- Le[i.q-
erent countries.S2

.It was the Anglo-French and the American bourgeoisie
who refused-to accept our proposal; it was they who' even
refused to talk to us about a general peace! It wis they who



part of our territory, the sacrifice of heavy defeats at the
hands of imperialism. A real socialist would havs proved by
deeds his willingness for "his" country to make the greatest
sacrifice to give a real push forward to the cause of the
socialist revolution.

For the sake of "their" cause, that is, for the sake of
winning world hegemony, the irnperialists of Britain and
Germany have not hesitated to utterly ruin and throttle a
whole number of countries, from Belgium and Serbia to
Palestine and Mesopotamia. But must socialists wait with
"their" cause, the cause of liberating the working people of
the whole world from the yoke of capital, of winning uni-
versal and path without sacrifice is
found? Mus battle until an easy vic-
tory is "gu place the integrity ald
security of ' d "fatherland" above the
interests of the world socialist revolution? The scoundrelsI

rn the international socialist movement who think this way,
those lackeys who grovel to bourgeois morality, thrice stand
condemned.

The Anglo-French and American imperialist vultures
"accuse" us of concluding an "agreement" with German
imperialism. What hypocrites, what scoundrels they are to
slander the workers' government while trembling because of
the sympathy displayed towards us by the workers of "their
own" countries! But their hypocrisy will be exposed. They
pretend not to see the difference between an agreement en-
tered into by "socialists" with the bourgeoisie (their own or
foreign) against the zonrhers, against the working people, and
an agreement entered into for the protection of the workers
who have defeated their bourgeoisie, with the bourgeoisie
of one national colour against the bourgeoisie of another col-
our in order that the proletariat may take advantage of the
antagonisms between the different groups of bourgeoisie.

In actual fact, every European sees this difference very
well, and, as I shall show in a moment, the American people
have had a particularly striking "illustration" of it in their
own history. There are agreements and a.qreements, there are
fagots et fagots, as the French say.

When in February 1918 the German imperialist vultures
hurled their forces against unarmed, demobilised Russia, who
had relied on the international solidarity of the proletariat
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mo is to secure the
de me. "That goes
ua But this did no
me an "agreement
concerning certain seryices that French army officers, experts
in explosives, were ready to render us by blowing up. rail-
way lines in order to hinder the German invasion. Thi, it

lution, will hasten it, will weaken the international bour-
geo-isie, will strengthen the position of the working class which
is defeating the bourgeoisie.



America. In their arduous war for freedom, the American
people also entered into "agreements" with some oppressors
against others for the purpose of weakening the oppressors
and strengthening those who were fighting in a revolution-

(although more rarely) Left Socialist-Revolutionaries.
Echoing the bourgeoisie, these gentlemen like to blame

us for the "chaos" of the revolution, for the "destruction" of
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the terrible difficulties and suffering bequeathed it by the
prolonged, ruinous, reactionary slaughter of the nations. 'l-o
blame us fol the "destruction" of industry, or for the "ter-
ror", is either hypocrisy or dull-witted pedantry; it reveals
an inability to understand the basic conditions of the fierce
class struggle, raised to the highest degree of intensity that
is called revolution.

Even when "accusers" of this type do "recognise" the class
str-uggle, they limit thernselves to verbal recognition; actual-
ly, they constantly slip into the philistine utopia of class
"agreement" and "collabolation"; for in revolutionary epochs
the class struggle has always, inevitably, and in every coun-
try, assurned the form of ciail zaar, and civil war is inconceiv-
able without the severest destruction, terror and the re-
striction of formal democracy in the interests of this war. Only
unctuous parsons-whether Christian or "secular" in the
persons of parlour, parliamentary socialists-cannot see,
understand and feel this necessity. Only a lifeless "man in
the muffler"E5 cafl shun the reyolution for this reason instead
of plunging into battle with the utmost ardour and deter-

when the greatest
ity be d war.
ople h dition which
y the the Ameri-

can proletariat, who have repeatedly expressed their com-
plete solidarity with us Bolsheviks. That tradition is the war
of liberation against the British in the eighteenth century and
the Civil War in the nineteenth century. In some respects,
if we only take into consideration the "destruction" of some
branches of inclustry and of the national economy, America
in 1870 was belfind 1860. But what a pedant, what an idiot
would anyone be to deny on the se grounds the immense,world-
historic, progressive and revolutionary significance of the
American Civil War of 1863-65!56



representatives and defenders
also the reformist socialists who
the bourgeoisie and are shunning
do not want to understand thai

of the bour.geoisie, and
haye been fri.ghtened by

the revolution, cannot and
civil war is necessary and

legitimate when the bourgeoisie resorted to it for their own
benefit against feudalism. Terror became monstrous and crim-
inal when the workers and poor peasants dared to use it
against the bourgeoisie! Terror was just and legitimate when
used for the purpose of substitutin.q one exploiting minority
for another exploiting minority. Terror became monstrous
and criminal when it began to be used for the purpose of
overthrowing euery exploitin.g minority, to be used in the in-
terests of the vast actual majority, in the interests of the pro-
letariat and semi-proletariat, the working class and the poor
peasants!

The international irnperialist bourgeoisie have slaughtered
ten million men and maimed twenty million in "their" war,
the war to decide whether the British or the German vul-
tures are to rule the world.

lf our war, the war of the oppressed and exploited against
the oppressors and ths exploiters, results in half a million
or a million casualties in all countries, the bourgeoisie will
say that the former casualties are justified, while the latter
are criminal.

The proletariat will have something entirely different to
say.

Now, amidst the horrors of the imperialist war, the pro-
letariat is receiving a most vivid and striking illustration of
the great truth taught by all revolutions and bequeathed to
the workers by their best teachers, the founders of modern
socialism. This truth is that no revolution can be successful
unless the resistance of the exploiters is crush.ed.'When we,
the workers and toilin.g peasants, captured state power, it
became our duty to crush the resistance of the exploiters.'We 

are proud we have been doing this. We regret we are not
doing it with sufficient firmness and determination.

We know that fierce resistance to the socialist revolution
on the part of the bourgeoisie is inevitable in all countries,
and that this resistance will grou with the growth of this
revolution. The proletariat will crush this resistance; during
the struggle against the resisting bourgeoisie it will finally
mature for victory and for power.

Let the corrupt bourgeois press shout to the whole world
about every mistake our reyolution makes. We are not daunted
by our mistakes. People have not become saints because
the revolution has begun. The toiling classes who for cen-

legitimate.
The American workers will not follow the bourgeoisie.

Iley y/i! be. with u_s, for civil war against the bour[eoisie.
The whole history of the world and of the American"labour

ery.
I am not surprised that Wilson, the head of the American

'r See V. I. Lenin, Collected. (l)orks, Yol. 22, p. l2E.-Ed.
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turies have been oppressed, downtrodden and forcibly held
in the vice of poverty, brutality and ignorance cannot avoid
mistakes when making a revolution. And, as I pointed otrt
once before, the corpse of bourgeois society cannot be nailed
in a coffin and buried.'r'The corpse of capitalism is decaying
and disintegrating in our midst, polluting the air and poison-
ing our lives, enmeshing that which is new, fresh, young and
virile in thousands of threads and bonds of that which is old,
moribund and decaying.

Iior every hundred rnistakes we commit, and which the
bourgeoisie and their lackeys (including our own Mensheviks
and Right Socialist-Revolutionaries) shout about to the whole
world, 10,000 great and heroic deeds are performed, greater
and more heroic because they are simple and inconspicuous
amidst the everyday life of a factory district or a remote vil-
lage, performed by people who are not accustomed (and have
no opportunity) to shout to the whole world about their
successes.

But even if the contrary were true-although I know such
an assumption is wrong-even if we committed 10,000 mis-
takes for every 100 correct actions we performed, even in that
case our revolution would be great and invincible, and so it
uill be inthe eyes ol uolld history, because, for tlte first tirue ,
not the minority, not the rich alone, not the educated alone,
but the real people, the vast majority of the workins people,
are themselues building a new life, are by their own ex|e-
rience solving the most difficult ploblems of socialist organi-
sation.

Every rnistakc committed in the course of such work, in
the course of this most conscientious and earnest work of
tens of millions of sirnple workers and peasants in reorganis-
ing their whole life, every such mistake is worth thousands
and millions of "flawless" successes achieved by the exploit-
ing minority-successes in swindling and duping the working
people. For only through such mistakes will the workers and
peasants learn to build the new life, learn to do utilhout cap-
italists; only in this way will they hackapath for themselves-
through thousands of obstacles-to victorious socialism.

Mistakes are being committed in the course of their revo-
lutionary work by oul peasants, who at one stroke, in one

'! See V. I. Lenin, Colleclctl Aorhs, Vol. 27, p. 434.-Ed,
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night, October 25-26 (old style), 1917, entirely abolished the
private ownership of land, and are now, month after month,
overcoming tremendous difficulties and correcting their mis-
takes themselves, solving in a practical way the most difficult
tasks of organising new conditions of economic life, of fight-
ing the kulaks,5l) providing land for tbe zuorking people (and
not for the rich), and of changing to commwtisl larg,^e-scale
agriculture.

Mistakes are being cornmitted in the course of their revo-
lutionary work by our workers, who have already, af.ter a
few months, nationalised almost all the biggest factories and
plants, and are learning by hard, everyday work the new

branches of industry, are settin.q the
going, overcoming the powerful re-
-bourgeois mentality and selfishness,
laying the foundation of rueu.t sociaT

ties, of a neTo labour discipline, of a netu influence of the
workers' trade unions over their members.

Mistakes are committed in the course of their revolutionary
work by our Soviets, which were created as far back as 1905
by a mighty upsurge of the people. The Soviets of Workers
and Peasants are a new type of state, a new andhigher type
of democracy. a form of the proletarian dictatorship, a means
of administering the slate uithoul the bourgeoisie and against
ths bourgeoisie. For the Iirst time democracy is here serving
the people, the working people, and has ceased to be democ-
racy for the rich as it still is in all bourgeois republics, even
the most democratic. For the first time, the people are grap-
pling, on a scale involving one hundred million, with the prob-
lem of implementing the dictatorship of the proletariat and
semi-proletariat-a problem which, if not solved, makes
socialism out ot' the question.

Let the pedants, or the people whose minds are incura-
bly stuffed with bourgeois-democratic or parliamentary
prejudices, shake their heads in perplexity about our Soviets,
about the absence of direct elections, for example. These
people have forgotten nothing and have learned nothing
during the period of the great upheavals of 1914-18. The
combination of the proletarian dictatorship with the new
democracy for the working people-of civil war with the
widest participation of the people in politics-such a combi-
nation iannot be brought about at one stroke, nor does it fit
l0-28 145
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in with the outworn modes of routine parliamentary de-
mocracy. The contours of a new world, the world of social-
ism, are rising before us in the shape of the Soviet Republic.
It is not surprising that this world does not come into being
ready-made, does not spring forth like Minerva from the
head of Jupiter.60

The old bourgeois-democratrc constitutions waxed elo-
quent about formal equality and right of assembly; but our
proletarian and peasant Soviet Constitution casts aside the
hypocrisy of formal equality. When the bourgeois repub-
licans overturned thrones they did not worry about foimal
equality between monarchists and republicans. When it is
a matter of <-rverthro-wing the bourgeoisie, only traitors or
idiots can demand formal equality of rights for the bour-
geoisie. "Freedorn of assembly" for workers and peasants is

bly-for the working people! This is the meaning and con-
tent of our Soviet, our socialist Constitution6t!

That is why we are a1l so firmly convinced that no matter
what misfortunes may still be in store for it, our Republic
of Soviets is inaincihlc.

It is invincible because every blow struck by frenzied
imperialism, every defe at the international bourgeoisie
inflict on us, rouses more and more sections of the workers
and peasants to the struggle, teaches them at the cost of
enormous sacrifice, steels them and engenders new heroism
on a mass scale.

We know that help from you will probably not come
soon, comrade American workers, for the revolution is
developing in different countries in different forms ancl
at different tempos (and it cannot be otherwise). We know
that although the European proletarian revolution has been
maturing very rapidly lately, it may, after all, not flare up
within the next few weeks. We are banking on the inevita-
bility of the world revolution. but this does not mean that
we are such fools as to bank on the revolution inevitably
coming on a definite and early date. We have seen two
great revolutions in our country, 1905 and 1917, and we

know revolutions are not made to order, or by agreerncnl..
We know that circumstances brought ozr Russian detachment
of the socialist proletariat to the fore not because of our rnc-
rits, but because of the exceptional backwardness of Russier,
and that before the world revolution breaks out a number of
separate revolutions n'ray be defeated.

In spite of this, we are Iirmly convinced that we are
invincible, because the spirit of mankind will not be broken
by the imperialist slaughter. Mankind will vanquish it. And
the first country to break the convict chains of the imperial-
ist warwas our country. We sustained enormously heavy
casualties in the struggle to break these chains, brt we brohe
them. We are free from imperialist dependence, we have
raised the banner of struggle for the complete overthrow of
imperialism for the whole world to see.

We are now, as it were, in ar besiegcd fortrcss, waiting
for the other detachments of the world socialist revolution
to come to our relief. These detachments exist, they are ruore
t?,utft€Tou.t than ours, they are maturing, growing, gaining
more strength the longer the brurtalities of imperialism con-
tinue. The workers are breaking away from their social-trait-
ors-the Gomperses, Hendersons, Renaudels, Scheidemanns
and lienners. Slowly but surely the wor:kers are adopting
communist, lJolshevik tactics and are rnarching towards the
proletarian revolution, which alone is capable of saving
dying culture and clying rnankind.

In short, we are invincible, because the world proletarian
revolution is invincible.

August 20, 1918

Prauda- No. 178,
August 22, l9l8

N. Lenin

Vo1. 28, pp. 62-75
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standing in the way of the proletariat's economic and
political struggle, the horrors, misery and ruin caused
by the imperialist war-all these factors transform the
present stage of capitalist development into atr era of
proletarian communist revolution.

That era has dawned.

Praad.a No.43,
February 25, l9l9

Vol. 29, pp. 122-23

From DRAFT PROGRAMME OF THE R.C.P. (8.)

(12) The concentration and centralisation of capital which
destroys free competition, had, by the turn of thi twentieth
century, created powerful monopoly associations of capital-
ists-syndicates, cartels and trusts-that became of deiisive
imp_ortance in all economic life, had led to the merging of
b_ank capital and highly concentrated industrial capital-, to
the increased export of capital to other countries and to the
stage which marked the beginning of the economic divisionsrage wnlcn marKed tne Degrnnlng oI the economrc cllvrslon
of the world among the trusts that embrace ever-growing
groups of capitalist powers when it had alreadv been divideiigroups of capitalist powers when it had already been dividtl'uups or caprlarls[ powers wlren rt nad already Deen dlvroect
territorially between the richest countries. This epoch of
finance capital, the epoch of a struggle between capitalist
states.unparalleled in its ferocity, is the epoch of imperialism.

(13) The inevitable outcome of this ls imoerialist wars.(13) inevitable outcome of this is imperialist wars,
wars for markets, spheres of investment, raw materials and
cheap labour-power, i.e., for world domination and the
cru_qhing of small and weak peoples. The first great impe-
rialist war of 1914-18 was a war of this type.

(la) The extremely high level of development which world
citalism in seneral has attained- the rinlace-"r'rt of freecapitalism i

competition
capitalism in general has attained, the replacement of free
competition by state monopoly capitalism, the fact that the
banks and the capitalist associations have oreoared thecapitalist associations have prepared thc
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From ANSWERS TO AN AMEBICAN
JOURNALIST'S QUESTION62

5. More than anything else I should like to state the
following to the American public:

Compared to feudalism, capitalism was an historical
advance along the road of "liberty", "equality", "democracy"
and "civilisation". Nevertheless capitalism was, and remains,
a system of tu,age-slaaery, of the enslayement of millions of
working people, workers and peasants, by an insignificant
minority of modern slave-owners, landowners and capital-
ists. Bourgeois democtacyl as compared to feudalism, has
changed the form of this economic slavery, has created a
brilliant screen for it but has not, and could not, change its
essence. Capitalisrn and bourgeois democracy are wage-
slavery.

The gigantic progress of technology in general, and of
means of transport in particular, and the tremendous growth
of capital and banks have resulted in capitalism becoming
mature and overmature. It has outlived itself. It has becorne
the most reactionary hindrance to human progress. It has
become reduced to the absolute power of a handful of mil-
lionaires and multimillionaircs who send whole nations into
a bloodbath to decide whether the German ol the Anglo-
French group of plunderels is to obtain the spoils of impe-
rialism, power over the colonies, financial "spheres of
influence" or "mandates to rule", etc.

During the war of 1914-i8 tens of millions of people were
killed or mutilated fol that reason and for that reason alone.
Knowledge of this truth is spreading with indomitable force
and rapidity among the workine people of all countries,
the more so because the war has everywhere caused unparal-
leled ruin and because interest on war debts has to be paid
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everyuhere, even by the "victor" nations. What is this
interest? It is a tribute of thousands of millions to the mil-
lionaire nd enough to allow tens of
millions to kill and maim one anoth-
er to set e division of profits by the
capitalists.

Written on July 20, 1919
Prauda No.162,
July 25, 1919

Vol. 29, pp. 517-I8



From SPEECH
DELIVERED AT THE FITiST ALL-R,USSIA CONGR,ESS

OF WORKING COSSACKS
MARCH 1, 1920

A big tussle is developing arnong the bourgeois countries
themselves. America and Japan are on the verge of flinging
themselves at each other's throats because Japan sat snug
during the imperialist war and has grabbed nearly the whole
of China, which has a population of four hundred million. The
imperialist sentlemen say, "We are in favour of a republic,
we are in favour of democracy; but why did the Japanese
grab more than they should under our very noses?" Japan
and America are on the verge of war, and there is absolutely
no possibility of preventing that war, in which another ten
million will be killed and twenty million crippled. France,
too, says, "Who got the colonies?-Britain." France was
victorious, but she is up to her ears in debt; she is in a hope-
less position, whereas Britain has piled up wealth. Over there,
new combinations and alliances are already being engineered.
They want to fling themselves at each other's throats again
over the division of colonies. And an imperialist war is again
brewing and cannot be prevented. It cannot be prevented,
not because the capitalists, taken individually, are vicious-
individually they are just like other people-but because they
cannot free themselves of the financial meshes in any other
way, because the whole world is in debt, in bondage, and
because private property has led and always will lead to war.

From SPEECH DELMRED
AT A MEETING OF ACTIVISTS

oF THE MOSCOW ORGANTSATTON OF THE R.C.P. (8.)
DECEMBER 6, 1920

Are there any radical antagonisms in the present-day
capitalist world that must be utilised? Yes, there are tbree
principal ones, which I should like to enumerate. The first,
the one that affects us closest, is the relations between Japan
and America. War is brewing between them. They cannot
live together in peace on the shores of the Pacific, although
those shores are three thousand versts apart. This rivalry
arises incontestably from the relation between their capital-
isms. A vast literature exists on the future Japanese-American
war. It is beyond doubt that war is brewing, that it is inevi-
table. The pacifists are trying to ignore the matter and obscure
it with general phrases, but no student of the history of
economic relations and diplomac)/ car. have the slightest
doubt that war is ripe from the economic viewpoint and is
being prepared polifically. One cannot open a single book on
this subject without seeing that a war is brewing. The world
has been partitioned. Japan has seized vast colonies. Japan
has a population of fifty million, and she is comparatively
weak economically. America has a population of a hundred
and ten million, and although she is many times richer than
Japan she has no colonies. Japan has seized China, which
has a population of four hundred million and the richest coal
reserves in the world. How can this plum be kept? It is absurd
to think that a stronger capitalism will not deprive a weaker
capitalism of the latter's spoils. Can the Americans remain
indifferent under such circumstances? Can strong capitalists
remain side by side with weak capitalists and not be expected

Praucla Nos. 47, 48 and {9,
March 2, 3 and 4, 1920

Vol. 30, pp. 393-94



to grab everything they can from the latter? What would
they be good for if they did not? But that treing the case,
c?n we, as Communists, remain indifferent and merely say:
"We shall carry on propaganda for communism in these

tsarism and all the latest technical perfections cornbined
with a purely Asiatic system of torture and unparalleled
b_rutality. But the Americans would like to grab this
Koreantitbit....

tremendously enriched. America is strong; she is everybody's
creditor and everything depends on her; she is being more
and more detested; she is robbing all and sundry and doing
so in a unique fashion. She has no colonies. Britain
emerged from the war with vast colonies. So did France.
Britain offered America a mandate-that is the language
they use nowadays-for one of the colonies she had siired,
but America did not accept it. U.S. businessmen evidently
reason in some other way. They have seen that, in the devas-
tation it produces and the temper it arouses among the
workers, war has very definite consequences, and they have
come to the conclusion that there is nothing to be gained by
accepting a mandate. Naturally, however, they will not
permit this colony to be used by any other state. All bour-
geols ca. while
in A greement
with Kolchak
givin have al-

ready come to grief, the only reward for their pains being
losses and disgrace. Thus we have before us the greatest
state in the world, which bv 1923 will have a .rravy strongcr

so well as in the book by Keynes, a British representative at
Versailles. In his book Keynes ridicules Wilson and the part
he played in the Treaty of Versailles. Here, Wilson proved
to be an utter simpleton, whom Clemenceau and Lloyd
George twisted round their little fingers. Thus everything
goes to show that America cannot come to terms with
the other countries because of the profound economic
antagonism between them, since America is richer than
the rest.

We shall therefore examine all questions of concessions
from this angle: if the least opportunity arises of aggravat-
ing the diffelences between Arrerica and the other capitalist
countries, it should be grasped with both hands. America
stands in inevitable contradiction with the colonies, and
if she attempts to become more involved there she will be
helping us ten times as much. The colonies are seethin.q with
unrest, and when you touch them, whether or not you like
it, whether or not you are rich-and the richer you are the
better-you will be helping us, and the Vanderlips will be
sent packing. 'fhat is why to us this antagonism is the main
consideration.

The third antagonism is that between the Entente and
Germany. Germany has been vanquished, crushed by the
Treaty of Versailles, but she possesses vast economic poten-
tialities. Germany is the world's second country in economic
development, if America is taken as the first. The experts
even say that as far as the electrical iirdustry is concerned
she is superior to America, and you know that the electrical
industry is tremendousll, i-ro.,ant. As regards the extent of
the application of electricity, America is superior, but
Germany has surpassed her in technical perfection. It is on
such a country that the Treaty of Versailles has been imposed,
a treaty she cannot possibly live under. Germany is one
of the most powerful and advanced of the capitalist countries.
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She ca-nnot_pqt up with the Treaty of Versailles. Although
she is herself impirialist, Gern any is obliged to seek fo. in
ally against world imperialism, because she has been
crushed.
Newspaper report published on
December 7, 1920
in Rrasnaya Gazeta No. 275

First published in full h l92B
in Vol. XVII of N. Lenin's
(V. Ulyanov's) Collected. U)orks

Vol. 31, pp.442-43,
448-50

NOTES



1 The manifcsto The (l)ar and Ru.ssian Social-Dcnrocracy was the
first official document of the Central Committce of the R.S.D.L.P.

and Sweden.

2 Junher-big Prussian landowner.

:i This pamphleL-Sociulism und L0or
Toaards the Uar)-trts conceived
preparatious for the first (since
International Socialist Conference.
on the resolutions of our Party".

p. 33

p. 34

(The Attitude of the R.S.D.L.P,
by Lenin in connection with the
the beginning of the 1914 war)
He called this work "comments

p. 36

a The Paris Commune of 187 |-the llorld's first experience in creat-lke farls_ Uommune ol 187 l-the ltorld's lirst experi
ing a proletarian dictatorship, the government which rwas formed by
the proletarian revolution in Paris-, and existed from March 18 to

P. 37

had to wage
of European
arms, and to

p. 37

May 28, 1871.

o ,rary France
ry coalition
by force of

6 The Franco-Prussian War of lB70-71 ended in France's defeat. p. B7

7 Lenin refers to Wilhelm Liebknecht's speech at the Erfurt Congress
of the German Social-Democrats in 18911 i. Sl

8 The reference is to Clausewitz's statement on war in his book Uom
Kriege (OnWar). p. 4t
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away from the Triple Alliance.

ain, France
imperialist
It derived
agreement

er breaking

cated propaganda going am
lnarod. in Russian), eir oullook
by the following the worki
role in the rcvolutio r-roneous vi
ist rcvolution can be accomplished by small proprietors, i.e., peas-
ants; the view of thc village communc, a .suriival of fcudilism
and scrfdorn in thc Russian countryside, as thc embryo oI socialism,
etc. p. 54

t6 Die Banh-a iournal of German financiers published in Berlin lrom
1908 to 1943. p. 62

The Anglo-Boer Aqr (October 1899-May 1 of
conquest waged by Brltain against two S s-
Transvaal and Orange-as a reiult of which en-
dence and became British colonies. p. 62

p. 42

Struuists (after P. B. Struve)-representatives of "legal Marxism", a

libelal-bourgeois distortion of Mlrxism. The "legal Marxists" took
from Marxism that which was acceptable to the liberal bourgeoisie-
the teaching on the progressive character of capitalism as compared
with feudalism-and discarded its revolutionary essence--the teaching
on the inevitable destruction of capitalism and on the proletarian
revolution.

Economists-adherents oI Economism, an opportunist trend in the
Russian Social-Democratic nrovernent at the close of the lgth and the
beginning of the 20th century. They maintained that the political
struggle against tsarism must be waged by the liberal bourgeoisie,
whiF the -workers should confine themselves to the economic struggle
for better working conditions, higher lvages, etc. p. 46

11 The reference is to Karl Kautsky's pamphlet Der Ueg zur Macht
(The Road to Power) published in 1909. p. 47

Die Neue Zeit (New T German
Social-Democratic Party to 1923-

In the latter half of the journal
made a regular practice Duri-ng
the First World-War (1 actuallY
supporting the social-chauvinists. P'47

Lenin's book lrnperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism was

The Sccond International-an international association of socialist
parties, lounded in 1889. With the beginning of_the,imperialist epoch
^opportunist 

tendencies began increasingly to take the upper hand in
it.

When the First World War (1914-18) broke out, its leaders
betrayed the cause of socialism taking the side oI their imperialist
goveinments and justifying the war. The Second International ceased
to exist. P. 51

Narodnihs-followers of Narodism, an ideological-political trend in
Russia that emerged among the intellectuals in the 1870s. They advo-

18 Marx and Engels, Selected Correspondence, Moscow, 1965, p. 110.
p. 67

t0 Marx and Bngels, Selected Corresponelenre, Moscow, 1965, p. 85
p. 67

Nlarx and Engels, Select;ed, Uorhs in three volumes, Vot. 3 Moscow,
1970, pp. 450-52. p. 67

" the Men-
defeat of
t to liqui-
derground
blish their

own- reformist party, which would engage only in the activity permit-
ted by the tsarist government. p. 68

22 The Fabian Society-a in lBB4.
Most of the Society's who as-
serted that the transitio effected
only throught petty n of so-
ciety. In 1900 the Fabi p. 69

L5
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27 This article was writtcn in rcply to onc by P. I(ievsky, "The Prole-
tariat and the 'Right oI Nations to Self-Detcrmination' in the Era of
I'inance Capital". Both articles were mcant for No. S ol Sbortih So-

financ not
appcar

iil. ?x ;l,i
movement in 1915. Its exponents (Bukharin, Pyatakov [P. Kievsky]
and others) came out against the right of nations to self-determini-

mperialist Economism to
rend that spread among
closc ol lhe Iast cenlury
as triumphed-l hercl orc
lems, the old Economists

reasoned in lB94-1901, falling into rejection of the political struggle
in Russia. Imperialism has triumphed-there[ore there is no need to
bother with the problerns of political democracy, rcason th.e present-
day imperialist Economists." (V. L l-enin, Collected, Uorhs, Yol. 23,
p. 29.) p. 87

28 The referencc is to V. I. Lenin's theses "The Socialist Revolution
and the Right of Nations to Self-Determination." (Collected Uorhs,
YoL 22, p. 143-56.)

r62

p. 87

28. 163

capitalist production relations, the schcmes for issuing "labour money"
were not, and could not be, materialised. p. 87

30 Marx and Engels, Selected (l)orhs in three volumes, Vol. B, Mos-
cow, 1970, p. 329. p. 93

:tr The Erfurt Programme-the progranrme oI the German Social-Demo-
cratic Party adopted at a congrcss in Erfurt in 1891. It was one of the
rnost consistent Marxist programmes t_rf the socialist parties of thc
Second International. p. 96

il3 f'hc Organising Commi Mensheviks,
the opportunist wing of World War
(1914-18) tire O.C. adop stified tsarist
Russia's part in the war p. 103

3" Bulletin of the R.S.D.L.P. Organising Committee, Secretariat
Abroad-a Menshevik newspapei published in Geneva from
-F-ebruary 1915 to March 1917. p. 106

35 Marx and Engels, Selccted

:rc Marx and Engels, Selected

Correspondenra, Moscow, 1965, p. ll0.
p. 107

Correspontlence, Moscow, 1965, p. 351
p. 108

Moscow, 1965, p. 408
p. 108

Moscow, 1965, p. 412.
p. 108

lr7 [l[n11 and lingcls, Selecte tl Cort c.sftondence,

J8 Marx and Engcls, SclecLed Correspontlencc,

;ru Marx and Engels, Selccted Uorh.s, in three volumes. Vol. g.
Moscow, 1970, pp. 450,451. p. 109

t0 (l)ar nnd Reaolution-a lecturc delivered by Lenin in Petrograd on
May 14 (27), l9l7.It was a paid lecture; ihe money thus obtaincd



\4/ent to the fund of the newspaper Praada, which was organised in
1914 to strengthcn the illegal Bolshevik prcss. p. 114

1) L'Llumaniti-a daily founded in 1904 as thc organ of the lircnclt
Socialist Party. During thc lrirst World War (I914-1E) it was con-
trolled by thc cxtrerne Right wing of thc party and aclopted a social-
chauvinist stand.

Since December 1920, following a split in thc
Party and the foundation of the Communist
L'Humaniti has been the latter's Central Organ.

"2 Rech (Speech)-a Russian bourgeois newspaper published
trograd from 1906 to 1917.

/'3 Prauda (The Truth)-a legal Bolshevik daily which began publica-
tion on Aprll 22 (May 5), 1912. At the present time it is the organ
of the Central Committee of the C.P.S.U

aa Rurland-the old name of the Baltic region west and south-west of
the Gulf of Riga.

as Zemlya i Aofua (Land and Freedom)-a daily published in 1917 by
the Petrograd Regional Committee of the Socialist-Revolutionary

aG The Prouisional Goaernmezl-a bourgeois governmcnt set up in Rus-
sia after the February 1917 bourgeois-democratic revolution which
overthrew the monarchy. p. 122

a7 The Third R.epublic-a bourgeois republic sct up in France as a le-
sult of the September Revolution of 1870; it existed until JuIy 1940,
when France was defeated by nazi Germany. p. 122

a8 This refers to the Russian, Gcrman and Austro-I{ungarian nonar-
chies, which made three partitions of Poland. p. 123

"e This article analyses the pamphlet Materials Relating to the Reuision
of the Party Progt'amnze. Collection of Articles by U. Milyu'tin,
U. Soholnihov, A. Lomor, A. Smirnot published in Moscow in the

Party.

summer of I917.

i0 The "Letter to American Workers", together with the Constitu-
tion of the R.S.F.S.R. and the Soviet Governmnt's Note to President
Wilson containing the demand to stop the armed intervention in
Russia, was brought to the U.S.A. by P. L Travin (Sietov) and pub-
tished in December 1918 in The Class Struggle and The Reaolution-
ary Age-organs of the l-eft wing of the Socialist Party o[ America.

p. 134

51 The reference is to the revolutionary liberation war of independence
waged by 13 British colonies in North America (1775-1783), as

a rtsult of which an independent bourgeois state was formed-the
United States of America.
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p. 134
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52 This refers to the historic Decree on Pedce adopted by the Seconrl
AII-Russia Congress of Soviets on Octotrer 26 (November 8), l9l7'

p. 136

53 The Brest PeaceTreaty was signed in Brest-Litovsk on March 3, l9Itt,
between Soviet Russia and thelowers of the Quadruple Alliance (Ger-
manv. Austria-Hunsarv, Bulqalia and Turkev) and ratified on Marchmany, Austria-Hungary, Bulgaria and- Turkey) and ratified on March
15 bi the Fourth E-xtraordinary All-Russia Congress of Soviets' De-15 bv the Fourth Extraordinary All-Russia
spite'its harsh terms the Treaty'was of positive-importance.for Russia,
since it enabled her to withdraw from the world war in which Russia
participated on the side of the Entente. p. 137

Frcnch
Party of

Socialist
France,
p.117

in Pe-
p. 119

p. 127

il Socinlist-Reaolulionaries (S. R.'s)-members of a pctty-bourgeois party
in Russia lounded at the end of l90l and beginning of ,l902. During
the First World War (1914-13) most of its members took a social-

revolution of 1917 the

'#'X'f t il ?:, hX;,'i.l;
Revolutiotr, during the

Civil War and armed intervention, the S.R.s wagcd an active struggle

t wing began to take shaPe within
I 7 it lormcd an indePendent Le[t
wing the Octobcr Revolution the
with the Bolsheviks and were re-

oresented in the Soviet Government. However, in July 1918 they
iaised an armed rcvolt and launched upon the path of struggle against
the Soviets.

Bolsheviks.
After the of 1917 Men-

sheviks were overnment and
supported its theY waged, an

u.-^.d st.rgg P. 137

55 "Man in the muffler"-the main character from the stgry 9-f tl'e same

name by the Ruiiian writer Chekhov; a narrow-minded philistine whoname by the Russian writer Chekhov; a nz
is afraid of any innovation and initiative. p. 141

ffi The American Ciail U)ar (1861-65)-a war between the Northern and
Southern States, in which ihc Northernels fought against the Southern
slave-owners who sought to prescrve slavery. p. 141

57 Abbeul kt Reason-a ncwspaper published by thc Arnerical socialists:
it'was founded in the state of Kar sas in 1895. It enjoyed wide popu-



larity among the workers; during thc world imperialist war the news-
paper adopted an inicrnalionalisi stand.

Debs's article was published in the paper on September I1, IglS.
The title of the article, which T.enin moit probably q'uoted frornmem-
ory, was "When I Shall F'ight" p. t42

58 The reference is to the lTth-century English revolution and to the
l8th-century French revolution. p. 142

50 Kulah-a rich peasant in Russia who exploited the labour of others.
p. 145

60 fupiter and Mineraa-ancient Roman gods.

- .Jupiter-god of heaven, light and rain; later he was the supreme
deity of the Roman state.0erry or tne t(oman state.

Minerua-goddess of war and protectress of handicrafts, sciences
and arts; according to a myth, she was born lrorn luoiter's head.arts; according to a myth, .|upiter's head

Getmanv- p. 155

NAME INDEX

p. 146

The First Constitution of tne R.S.F',S.R. was adopted by the Fifth A11-
Russia Congress of Soviets on JuIy 10, 1918; Lenin played a decisive
role in drawing it up. p. 146
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A

Axelrod, Paael Borisoui'ch (1850-
1928)-one of the leaders of
Menshevism, an oPPortunist
trend. in the Russian Social-
-Democratic movement; social-
chauvinist during the First
World War (1914-18).-68, 103

B

Bacon, Reginald (1863-1947)-
British Rear-Admiral, expert
in naval affairs; director of the
ordnance works in CoventrY
(1e10-15).-2 7

Berard, Uictor (1860-1929)-
French economist, publicist and
philologist.-71

Bi,ssolati, Leonida (1857-1920)-
one of the founders of the Ita-
lian Socialist Party and a lead-
er of its Right. reformist wing.
Expelled from the party in
1912, he founded a reformist
Socialist Party. During the
First World War, social-chauv-

inist, advocate of Italy's par-
ticipation in the war on the
Entente's side.-l l2

Buhharin Niholai laanouich
(lS8S-1938)-Russian public-
ist and economist, member of
the R.S.D.L.P. from 1906. Dur-
ing the First World War he
adopted an anti-Leninist stand
on i number of questions: the
state, the dictatorship of the
proletariat, the right of nations
[o self-determination, etc. After
the October Socialist Revolut-
ion his attitude towards the
question of concluding the
Brest Peace Treaty (1918) and
in the discussion on the trade
unions (1920) was that of an
opportunist. Later he headed
the Right opposition in the
Pafiy, Iot which he was ex-
pelled from it in 1937.-44, 45

Bulhin, F. A. (b. 1888)-Russian
Social-Democrat, liquidator,
defencist during the First
World War.-lll

C

Calaer, Richard (1868-1927)-
prominent German economist,
ieoresentative of reformism
and revisionism in thc German
Social-Democratic movement.

-55
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Carnegie, And,rea (1835-1919)-
American multimillionaire.
born in Scotland.-65

C hcrny sheashy, Niholai Gaurilo-
uich (lB2E-18E9)-Russian rc-
volutionary democrat, utopian
socialist; one of the outstanding
forerunners of Russian Social-
Democracy.-140

Chkhei,rl,ze, Niholar Sem.yonouiclt
(1364-1926)-one of the Men-
shevik leaders, defencist, acti-
vely supportcd thc bourgcois
Provisional Governmcnt.-68,
112

Chhltcnheli. Ahohy lvanouich
( I I74- I 959) -Socia l-f)cmocrat,

liquidator.-68, 107

Clauseuits, Karl (17S0-1851)-
Prussian gcncral, promincnt
bourgcois mi litary theorctician,
author of several works on the
history of the Napoleonic and
othcr wars.-41, 116

Clemrnrentr. Gcorgcs Bcnjamin
(l84l -l 929)-Ircnch politician
and stalesman, head oI thc
French Governn-rent lrom No-
vember 1917; one of the orga-
nisers and instigators of armed
intcrvention against Soviet
Russia.-155

Ctrnou. llcinrich (t862-l056)-
Gcnrran Righl-win.q Socia'l-
Democrat, rcvisionis[ and dis-
torter of Marxism.-54

D

Dau.id- Eitiord (1E63-1920)-onc
ol rhc leaders ol the Riuh't wing
of German Social-Deilocracy.

-106
Debs. Eugcne (1855-I926)-pro-

trinent le;rder of the U.S.'la-
bour movement; headed the
Left wing of the Socialist Par-
ty of America.-142

E

nngels, Fredericlt (1820-1895)-
founder of scientific cornmun-
ism, leadcr ard teacher of the
international proletariat, fricnd
and associatc of Karl Marx.

-41, 66, 67, 93, 107, 108 109,
110, tll

E s c hu e ge, Ludtoig-German cco-
nomlst, contributor to the jour-
nal Die Banh.-71

G

Giffen, Robert (1837-1910)-
British bourgeois economist and
statistician, specialised in fin-
ances.-61

GlarJ.rtone. Aiiliant Dtr.ror t ( I 8Og-
1898)-British politician' and
slatesman, leadcr oI the Liber-
al Party, Prime Ministcr in
several Cabinets.--28

Gom.pe rs, Samuel (1850-1924)-
American trade unionist, pur-
sued the policy of class colla-
boration with the capitalists.
__t47

Gtozrlyor, K. ,4. (b. l88S)-Men-
shcvik liquidator, social-chau-
vinist during the world impe-
lialist war o[ 1914-]8, suppor-
tcd the participaiion of tsar-
ist Russia in the war.-II2

H

Hales, John (b. lSSg)-English
trade unionist, head of the
reformist wing of the British
Federal Council of the First
Intcrnational. In 1871 was
cxpelled from thc Internatio-
nal for opportunism and chau-
vinism.-107

Hcntlcrson. A rthur (l 863-1935)-
one of the leaders of the En-
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glish trade union movcment
aod of thc Labour Party; so-
cial-chauvinist during the
world imperialist war of 1914-
18.-147

Hildebrand, Gerhard-German
Social-Dcmocrat, economist
and publicist; expelled from
the party in 1912 for opportun-
ism.-64

Hilferd,ing, Rudolf (1877-1911)

-one of thc opportunist lea-
ders of the German Social-De-
mocratic movement and the
Second International, author
of the book Finurce Caltitai
which played a positivc role iu
the study oI rnonopoly capita-
lism.-S9, 72, 79, 89, 104, 106.
130

Hill, Daaid lt"e 11t'n-rn1rr-
American historian and diplo-
mat"-78

IIobson, John Atkinson (1858-
1940)-British cconomist, rc-
presenlalive oI bourgeois rc-
Iormism and pacifisrn.-53, 59,
60, 62, 63, 64, 66, 69, 70, 76,
104,105

Huysmans, Camille (1871-1968)

-one of thc leaders of the
Bclgian working-class move -
ment, Centrist.-84

Ilyin, U. (Lenin, A. I.) (r870-
1924)-48

K

Kautshy, I{arl (1854-1938)-onc
of the leaders of German So-
cial-Democracy and the Second
Intcrnational; at first a Marx-
ist, thcn a renegade from
Marxism and ideologist of
Cenlrisrn.-46. 47. 43, 51, 51,
53, 54, 55, 57, 67, 70, 71, 72,
73, 75, 76, 77, 78, 19, 80, 84,
88, 89, 103, 104, 107, 109, u0,
125

Kc renshy, Al e xander F y o rktxnt i c I t.

(1 E8 1 -1970)-Socialist-llcvol u-
tionary; from J.rIy 19 I 7

headed the bourgeois Provi-
sional Government.-140

I(e ynes, Joltn Maynard (1883-
1946)-English vulgar econ-
omist, advocate of state-mon-
opoly capitalism.-155

Kicusky, P.-see Pyattthoa,
Gcorgi Lconidouiclt.

I{olch.ah., Al.exander Oasilyeuich
(1873-1920)-Adniral, mon-
archist, onc of the leaders of
thc Russian counter-revolution-
aries; in 1918-19, a puppet of
the Lintente; heacled the milit-
ary bourgcois-landowncr dicta-
torship in Siberia and the Far
East.-154

Krupp-a lamily of industrial-
ists, heade d the armaments
and metallurgical concern in
Germany.-75

L

Lan.sbm'g, Alf rcd (t872-1940)-
Germaq bourgcois economist.

-62,71,73,74,75Le gien. Rarl (1861-1920)-Ger-
man Right-wing Social-Dern-
ocrat, trade union leader, re-
visionist.-106.

Lensch, Paul (1873-1926)-
Gerrnan Social-Democrai. chau-
vinist.-109

Liebhncclt, Ailhelm (1826-1900)

-promincnt leader of the
German and international
working-class movement, one
of the founders and leaders of
the Gcrman Social-Democ;.atic
Party; Iricnd of Mar:; and
Engcls.-i37

Lincoln, Abrah.om (1S09-1865)-
outstandirrg^ American states-
man, U.S. President during thc
Civii War (i861-65).-70



Lloyd, George, Dauid, (1863-1945)

-British statesman and di-
plomat, Liberal Party leader,
Prime Minister (1916-22), one
of the inspirers and organisers
of armed intervention against
Soviet Russia.-115, 155

Lubersac, Jean-nember of the
French military mission in
Russia in 1917-18.-139

Lysis (Letailleur), Eugdne-
French bourgeois economist,
author of a number of works
on finance and politics.-l 17

M

Mann, Thomas (1859-1941)-
prominent figure in the British
working-class movement, lead-
er of several strikes; later,
member of the Communist
Party of Great Britain.-I08

Martoa, L. (Tsederbaum, Yuli
O sifi oaick) (1873-1923)-one of
the Menshevik leaders, social-
chauvinist during the 1914-18
war.-68,84, 103, 106, 107

Marx, Karl (1818-1883)-found-
er of scientific communism,
blilliant thinker, leader and
teacher of the international
proletariat.-36, 41, 66, 67, 86,
89,102,107,109

Masloa, Pyotr Paalotich (1867-
1946)-economist, Social-De-
mocrat, Menshevik; author of
works on the agrarian question
in which he sought to revise
the basic propositions of Marx-
ist political economy.-68

M

1917, member o[ the bourgeois
Provisional Government.l44,
ll6

N

Nahhimson, Miron Isaahoaich
(Spectator) (b. 1880)-Russian
economist and publicist, Men-
shevik.-72, 73, 75, 103

Napoleon III (Louis Bonaparte)
(1808-1873)-Emperor of the
French (1852-70).-37

N e y mar c h Alf r e d-F r ench
tician.-71

o

Ouens. Michael lose ph (1859-
1923)-American inventor and
industri alist. -60

P

Plehhanou, Georgi a abntinoxich
(1856-1918)-outstandin.g lead-
er of the Russian and interna-
tional workin.q-class movement,
first propagator of Marxism in
Russia. During the First World
War (1914-18) adopted a so-
cial-chauvinist stand,.-4Z, 44,
106

P otresoa, Alexander Niholayeaich
(1869-1934)-one of the 6ppor-
tunist leaders in the Russian
Social-Democratic movement,
Menshevik liquidator.-68, 107,
tt2

Proudhon. Pierre Joseph (1809-
1865)-French publicist, econ-
omist- and sociologist; ideolog-
ist of the petty bourgeoisie.-
131

Purishheaich, Ahdimir Mitrofa-
noaich (7870-1920)-big Rus-
sian landowner, reactionary.-
44

Pyatahoa, Georgi Le onidoaiclt
(lB9o-1937)-Bolshevik from
I9l0: during the First World
War adopled an anti-Lcninist

t72 17E

l

stand on the question of the
right of nations to self-deter-
nrination and ol hcr major'
questions of the Party's policy.

-87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92,93, 9,1,
95, 96, 98, 99, 100

R

Renaudel, Pierre (1877-1955)-

-one of the reformist leaders
of the F-rench Socialist Party,
social- chauvinist.- l4 7

Rcnner, Karl (187 0-1950)-leader
and theoretician of the Aus-
trian Right-wing Social-De-
rnocrats.- I24, 147

Riesser, Jahob (1853-I932)-
German economist and banker.

-79, 83, 34

S

Sadoul, Jacques (i881-1956)-
French officer, member of the
French military mission in
Russia in 1917; later became a
Communist.-139

S ain t - S imo n, H enri. C laud.e (17 60 -
1825)-French utopian social-
ist.-85, 86

Sartorius aon Ualtershausen,
August (b. 1S52)-German
bourgeois economist, author of
works on world economics and
politics.-61

Scheidemann, Filipp
one of the leaders
me Right wing of
S ocial-Democratic

-125, 147

(1865-1e3e)
of the extre-
the German

movement.

Schilder, Si,gmund, (b. 1932)-
German economist.-61, 79

Sclrulze-Gaeaernitz, Gerhardt
(1864-1943)-German bour-
geois economist.-61, 64, 65,
85

Sismondi, Jean Charles Lionard
Simonde de (1773-1842)-
Swiss r:conomist and historian,
ideologist of the petty bourgc-
oisic.-103

Sltc,helcu, Mataei luanoaiclt
(1885-1939)-Russian Social-
Democrat, Menshevik, Centrist
during the world imperialist
war of 1914-18.-68, 112

Soholnihoa, A. (Soholnihou, G.Y.)
(1889-1938)-member of the
Bolshevik Party from 1905;
rnember of the Moscow Com-
mittee and the Moscow l{egion-
al Bureau of the R.S.D.L.P.
(B.) in tst7.-r27, 128, 129,
130, 131, 132

Sorge, Friedriclt. Adolf (1823-
1906)-German socialist, pro-
minent figure in the interna-
tional working-class and social-
ist movement; friend and as-
sociate of Marx and Engels.
After the l84B-49 revolution
emigrated to the U.S.A.-107

Sf ectator-see N ah.himson, Miron
Isaah.och.

T

Trotshy (Bronstein), Lea Daaid.o-
uich (187 0-1940)-rabid enemy
of Leninism. Before the First
World War he supported the
liquidators under the cover of
"non-factionalisrn"; Centr-
ist during the war. At the
Sixth Congress of the
R.SD.L.P.(B.) in 1917 he be-
came a mernber of the Party
but continued to wage a covert
struggle against Leninism. The
Qommunist Party exposed
'Irotskyism as a petty-bourgeois
deviation in the Party and
routed it ideologically and
organisationally. Trotsky was
expelled frorn the Party and
deported from the U.S.S.R.;



in 1932 he was deprived of
Soviet citizenship.-103, 105

V

Uanderlip, Franh Arthur (1864-
1987)-American banker; Pre-
sident of the National City
Bank in New York.-l55

w
Uebb, Beatrira (1858-1943), and

Si.dney (1859-1947)-well-

known English public figures,
authors of sevcral works on the
history and theory of thc
English working-class lnove-
ment.-110

Ailson, Aoodrou, (1856-1924)-
U.S. Prcsident (1913-21); his
home policy was aimed at sup-
pressing the labour movcment
and his loreign policy was
expansionist. Wilson was one
of the organiscrs of armed in-
tervention against Soviet Rus-
sia.-142, l5ir.
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